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part of that threefold system, beginning in the earli-
eryears with the limbs themselves.

For it would be altogether wrong to consider the
limb system alone as separate from the other mem
bers of the threefold human organisation, from the
rhythmic system and the head-nerves system, or as
bearing to these other systems merely the external
relation of servant to master. On the contrary the
limb system penetrates every part of the body: it can
only be separated from the other systems as one note
of a chord may be separated from the rest for some
special consideration. In this respect the system of
the body shows an exact correspondence with the
faculties of the human soul of which they arc the
expression. An act of will (for example) is in many
respects the exact opposite of an act of thought. Yet
in every process of thought there must be an under
current of will: every form of willing must be pene
trated by some element of thought, on however low
a level. The willing must always enter to some extent
into thinking: and the limb system—the system of
the will—has its representative in the human head.
That representative is the human jaw, which is not a
mere organ of mastication, but is of infinite impor
tance for human spiritual life.
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This close connection between the limbs and the

jaw was once demonstrated in a very pathetic way
when Rudolf Steiner was in England. Some parents
brought him a child who had some difficulties in its
speech and asked his advice. He soon brought to
light the fact that some years previously the child
had developed the habit of biting its nails and finger-
ends .so severely that at last they had fell themselves

compelled to tie its hands down. The child had there
fore failed to develop its natural freedom of move
ment, and in course of time the mobility of the jaw
had been affected. The remedy for such a child was
not to exercise its jaw. but to recover by movements
of the arms the freedom which it had lost. For in chil
dren. especially, all defects of speech are best cor
rected by suitable eurythmy exercises with the arms
and legs—the larger movements of the limbs
reflecting themselves (sometimes with extraordi
nary rapidity and effect) in the smaller movements
of the jaw. With adults, loo, it is interesting to
observe how closely the character of their speech
and thought corresponds to the way in which they
walk. And much again can be seen of the quality of
a person's thought in the seloftheirjaw. It is impos
sible to imagine an incisive thinker, a person with a
strong will element in their thinking, except as the
possessor of a firmly set jaw. which will again bear
its relation to the whole limb system.

Coleridge's thought is torrential, tempestuous,
choleric: Wordsworth's, calm, tidal, phlegmatic. It
is recorded that the latter liked to compose his
poems walking gently on a level path: the former
rushing down steep declivities or breaking his way
through thick undergrowth.

Such a method of considering the powers of the
human being in relation to the threefold organism of
the body is of especial importance in the education
of children for the following reason: whereas adults
enjoy all their powers in their full fruition together,
the child develops them, builds her life in them, in a
natural rhythmical succession. Children of a few
years old (genius excepted) do not solve mathemat
ical problems, they are loo preoccupied with the
movements of the i r l imbs. From the moment of

waking to the moment of going to sleep, llieir arms
and legs are in a perpetual motion, and without this
motion they could not build up their strength of will.
If the adult who always says "Sit still" to the child
could have his way (fortunately he very rarely does,
because a child has generally a much more vigorous
will than an adult), the child could not develop a
strong character in later life. Nothing is so important
for the child during the first six or seven years of life
as that he or she shall be free to develop the right kind
of limb activity.

But it must be the right kind of limb activity—it
must spring (if this expression may be used) from
the heart of the limb system itself. The system of the
head and nerves penetrates into the limbs no less
effectively than the limb system into the head. It is
the function of the nerves, radiating from the head as
their centre, to incorporate a certain element of

thought in the limbs. So that the human hand, for
instance, may be used as an instrument of thought
rather than as a metiiber of the limb system proper.
A clock-maker or a draughtsman thinks with her
hands: a sawyerora hay-maker wills with her hands.

It is one of the troubles of modern childhood that
children, especially in towns, see less and less gen
uine limb activity for them to imitate, and in imitat
ing to develop their own life of will. It is very
instructive to compare two children, one of whom is
pretending to drive a team of horses, and the other a
motor-car: the former shaking and pulling at the
reins, cracking his whip of string, and imitating in
his cries of "Whoa!" those deeper tones of the voice
which rise from the lower part of the body, with all
the strength of the humanwill: the latter clutching an
imaginary steering-wheel, buzzing through his
teeth in imitation of the engine, and occasionally
pinching an imaginary horn and uttering a "Toot-
toot"—feeblest and most nervous of sounds! The
former child is living in movement, the latteronly in
idea. Nor is it only in their surroundings that modern
children are unfortunate. The characteristic toys
they are given to-day are toys to develop the intel
lect. The child who uses his hands to fit jig-saw puz
zles together, or to build with Meccano, or to
construct with any of the hundred and one kinds of
plastic segments which abound in children's toy
shops, is working with his nervous systein no less
truly than if he were set to solve mathematical prob
lems or crossword puzzles. Only he is developing
that intellectual quality in the sphere of the limb sys
tem, instead of directly in the system of head and
nerves. In schools, too, agreat deal of teaching appa
ratus is often brought to little children—-boxes in
which they can fit letters together to make words and
many such devices—which arc only calculated to
develop the intellectual element in a child's move
m e n t s .

Parents and teachers, however, who have once

grasped the importance of the limb system as an
expression of the human will, must endeavour to
work in precisely the opposite direction. So far from
bringing the thinking clement, which belongs to
later years of life, into the limb movements of young
children, they will endeavour to bring the will ele
ment into the thinking powers of later life. In this
respect, above all others, education must become a
corrective, a healing, for the tendencies of the age.
To speak in an example, a boy of seven years has
been taught arithmetic considerably beyond his
years, and the sums he does are both neat and accu
rate. He is a very quiet boy. and is found to have
much less capacity than the average child for mak

ing pictures with chalks or water colours. He shrinks
from creating a picture of his own and would like to ̂
have something to copy. One day his teacher notices
that, as the children march round the room counting
some table, he cannot keep step with the rhythm of
what he is saying. Taken later by himself, he cannot
count his own paces as he walks, or the treads of the
stairs up which he goes: his will, the system of his
limbs, has never brought its movement into his
imagination and thinking. Yet the judgment, the
conclusion of thinking, arises from the will element
in the thought, and if children do not develop a firm
grasp of things in their limbs when they are young
they will hardly develop a grasp of thought when
they arc older, the realities of life will elude their
thinking. So that (if arithmetic may be taken as a typ
ical example) the wise teacher will see that all count
ing and reckoning grows out of movement as the
trunk of a tree grows out of its roots. That little chil
dren should jump and run and skip and clap as they
count, forward and backward, is far more beneficial
for them than to do bookwork sums, when they have
not yet sucked the honey out of their age. developed
to the full that strength of will which only their ear
lier years can give them. There is a pretty story told
of Isaac Newton as a boy bringing his limb activity

See caption on page V.
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into his mathemalics. During ihe great storm which
raged over England at the death of Oliver Cromwell,
he wished to measure the force of the wind. This he
achieved by first jumping as hard as he could wiih
the wind, and then agaiiw it. The difference
between the two distances he jumped gave him the
means of making the measurement he desired.

When teachers and parents begin to look upon
children in their development with a more artistic
eye. they will find quite different standards for
measuring their progress than those which now
obtain. They will not ask of a child of six or seven
(before the change of teeth): Can she read and write,
and do this or that kind of.sum? Rather they will look
lovingly at the way she walks and plays. Are her
hands capable? Does she move with a swing, rhyth
mically? Do her feet seem to grasp the ground as she
walks? If so. they will be happy in the knowledge
that she has laid the foundation of a strong character.
But if her movements are weak and agitated, if she
trips excitedly more on her toes than on the whole of
her feet, if her actions are checked and paralysed (as

they not infrequently arc with modern children) by
her ideas, if her complexion is "sicklied o'er with the
pale cast of thought", then they may be sure (hat.
unless help is given her. she is in danger of growing
up nervous or irresolute.

This education of the limb system, is not of course
confined to the first seven years of life, although it is
then of paramount importance. It must be continued
into the second seven years of childhood, when the
life of the rhythmic system, the life of feeling,
should preponderate: and into the pha.se after puber
ty when the intellectual powers arc awake and alert.
But it is in this education of the limb system, in the
first place, and ofthe rhythmic system in the second,
as well as of the intellectual powers, that the answer
lies to the modem problems of education. For the
question. How shall my child be educated? becomes
of ever-increasing importance for all classes of a
modem society. On the one hand there is the deep
and true feeling that every child should be helped to
enter into the spiritual and cultural heritage of
humanity, to realise and develop il.sclf as a spirit, as
an ego. On the other hand there is the experience that
the education which has endeavoured to lead chil
dren into this heritage has often seemed unfit to
them for the necessary tasks and occupations of life.
Hence arises a characteristic desire that education
should be more technical, that children should learn
the elements of a trade or commerce. But what is
needed for a child's spiritual and cultural life is not
really in opposition to the practical demands the
world will make of him. For. as the more far-seeing
industrialists recognise, what society needs is not
children trained in technical processes which, as
likely as not. will be out of date by the time they
come to put them into practice; but children with an
all-round capacity for undertaking whatever task
the changing conditions of life may present them
with. And when children are educated in such a way
that their limb activity is fostered in their younger
years, they arc indeed preparing the will toenter into
their thinking in later years, but at the same time they
are becoming inventive, resourceful, adaptable in
their limb activity itself. Hence it was that, although
his methods of education are founded on a purely
spiritual science, Steiner always claimed that the
object of those methods was to produce cupabh'
men and women. The foundation of that capability
lies in the fostering of the will, in the right education
ofthe human l imbs.

M a s k n u u l e b v l 5 - \ c ' a r - o l c L

(Above): Who's boss?
Kindergartens are increasingly
providing children with role
models that supplement that of
the parents, both o f whom are
often economically forced to. or
are choosing to, go out to work.
The Waldorf Kindergarten excels
in addressing the activities of
Ihe day to the limbs (see also
illustration on page 7).
Photos: Ligite Gailc

(Left): The education ofthe
limbs, itaturally. changes daring
the coarse of school life—here a
papilfrom Class 6 (age I()/! I)
where woodwork lessons have

began.
Photo: Aliki Sapoantzi
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On the Animal Teaching in the
Fourth and Fifth Classes
by L.F.EDMUNDS

In the last issue of this journal we described the . being, this can never be the case: the bodily form and
importance of Northern Mythology for children processes are, at most, but the groundwork for what
aged about ten. We showed there how the moral is truly human. The most trivial conversation is
imaginative pictures of these stories make a direct proof of this. The life of thought, of feeling and of
appeal to the feelings of children of this age, and, will carry us completely beyond the bodily as such,
through the feelings, to the heroic element of will. It We will begin, then, by speaking quite simply
is our object, in the present article, to show how we about the human being. What follows in italics may
may lead children of the same age along their first be regarded as a summary of lessons given in class,
s t e p s t o w a r d s t h e o b s e r v a t i o n o f n a t u r e . I t w i l l n o t * * *
yet be a scientific approach in the modem sense. Our Look, children! Here is the head. It is like a ball—the
task will be to present nature to the children in such roundest part of the human body. How different it is
a way that we may call forth in them feelings of won- from the long arms and legs, the limbs! They are as
der, sympathy, reverence, enthusiasm; we wish to different as can be—and between them is the trunk,
bring into play their own powers of fantasy. Such which is different again. So we can see three parts,
feelings, experienced in a right relationship to facts, the head, the trunk, and the limbs.
and such activity of soul, will later be transformed. What do we do with the head? In the head we have
with the growing life of thought, into a tme scientif- eyes with which to see the things around us; we have
ic interest in the world—a warm, searching interest, ears with which to hear; we can smell with the nose;
that will not stop short at cold, surface objectivity, we can taste with the tongue. Without the head the
but that will lead the thoughtful student to enter also world would be quite dark; no sound could reach us;
into a moral-artistic relationship with the phenome- there would be no scents and odours; there could be
na of life.'Observation reveals the facts, thought can no taste.
penetrate to the laws, the artist within can lead us to Last year you learnt about chaos, and how, out of
the creative source, and religion unites us with that chaos, God created the world. Without the head, the
creative source: all these together make up a knowl- world would be chaos for us. With the head we learn
edge oflife, and we must pay attention to all these in about the world. We not only learn, but we think
o u r l e s s o n s . a b o u t t h e w o r l d , a n d s o w e c a n c o m e t o u n d e r s t a n d

The mythologies could awaken in the children a all the many things around us. When we think, the
feeling for the moral-creative forces in the soul of light of God shines in us and lights up all things.
the human being. Now, in looking at the forms of The head is the roundest part of the body. And
nature, they can leam to feel that these are life-filled what is the rounde.st thing in the world? It is the sun.
images of the creative powers of heaven. In the The sun in the heavens is quite round. The sun lights
fourth class we consider the kingdom nearest to up all the world. The head of man is like the sun
m a n , t h e a n i m a l k i n g d o m . w h o s e l i g h t fi l l s a l l t h e w o r l d .

* * * T h e s u n d o e s n o t l i v e o n l y f o r i t s e l f . I t h i d e s n o t h -
How shall we begin our approach to the animals? ing. It holds nothing back. It sends its light to the
Our starting-point must be 'Man' himself—who moon, to the earth, to all the world. It sends its pow-
alone in all nature has been raised to a free, upright ers to the earth so that all things may grow. Without
position. Aroundthehumanweseehowtheanimals, the sun nothing could live, could it? All things that
in successive stages from the apes downwards, fall live owe their life to the sun.
away from this free, independent uprightness, to The head, too, does not live onlyforitself.lt takes
ever humbler conditions of earth-bound existence. in food. It breathes in air. Whatever it takes in, it
Of the animal it is possible to say that what we per- passes on to the trunk so that the whole body may
ceive of its bodily form and processes marks the grow and be strong. What it learns of the world, what
limit of all its possible experiences. With the human it takes in through eyes and ears, what it thinks, it

also sends down to the body so that we can act and
do things. The more we learn, the more we are able
to do. The head helps us to know about the world.
Then we can learn to love the world.

The trunk is not round. The head is always the
same shape, but the trunk never is. It changes its
shape with every breath. It is always changing. What
do you know that is always changing its shape, now
being fuller and now thinner, always waxing and
waning ? The moon! The trunk is not round like a
ball; it is more like part of a ball, like a crescent
m o o n .

In the trunk we have the lungs with which we
breathe, and as we breathe in and out the chest rises
and falls. So, too, as the moon waxes and wanes, the
great tides of the earth rise and fall, like a mighty
breathing. Mariners must watch the rise and fall of
the waters very carefully. They are always looking to
the moon. Remember your farmer of last year.
Farmers also watch the moon, for they know that the
rains come with the moon. The moon helps all things
to grow. The trunk, too, works for the whole body so
that the body may grow.

And now think of the limbs. With our arms we can
st re tch ou t i n a l l d i rec t i ons—we can reach ou t
towards the farthest things, towards the stars even.
Indeed, when we stretch out our fingers wide, our
hands are themselves like stars. We can point to the
heavens from which we are bom. Our feet point to
the earth below us that supports us. Heaven and
earth have built our limbs.

So, when we look at a human being, we can think
of sun and moon and stars, of the whole heavenly
world, and of our mother earth.

And now, let us think of the limbs again.
What can you do with your legs and feet? And

what can you do with your amis and hands? How
much more you can do with the arms and hands!
What do you do chiefly with your legs? They carry
the trunk from place to place over the earth. They are
the bearers of the trunk, and they also belong very
much to the earth.

But the arms and hands are quite free from the
earth. We can lift them to the heavens, we can fold
them in prayer, we can also till the earth, we can
write, we can paint and model, we can play music,
we can do a thousand things. The legs seme the
trunk. With our hands we can serve one another.

* * *

It is important for children to be taught in such a way
that when they look at a person, they may feel there
is much more than they can see—in people are
assembled all the powers of worlds visible and invis
ible. The human form is not earthly, but is bom of

heaven. What the sun does for plants, lifting them
away from the earth, that the human spirit does for
each one of us, raising us to the free upright position.

After such an introduction, extended over several
days and interspersed with much conversation, we
can proceed to select characteristic types of animals.
The descriptions must be vivid, accurate, dramatic,
and filled with contrasts; our aim is to give living
characterisations. The children must feel—^we enter
a magic world. The word 'magic' is connected with
the word Magi—with an entry into the deep wisdom
of the world, a wisdom that is beyond ordinary sense
and reason, that is quite beyond mere logical cause
and effect. The various animals are living images of
divine thoughts. When people think they have ideas.
With these ideas they direct their conduct and
achieve results in the world. When the Beings of
Creation 'think', they engender beings, for so has
the world been made and all that is in it. Our
thoughts are reflections of the deeds of heaven. To us
is given a life in ideas because we ourselves are the
central 'Idea' in all the created universe. To speak in
terms of the Gospels, we are the expressed image of
the living Word—the Word that became flesh. In the
human being alone does the God, 'I AM', find
immediate utterance. Looking from humanity to the
kingdoms of nature, we perceive there the dismem
bered parts of all that in humanity has been brought
to the perfection of harmony.

We can perceive in the separate animals, one
sided developments of particular parts of the human
being. From a study of the animals alone, including
even the higher apes, we could never conceive the
form and appearance of humans. Looking at the
human form, it is comparatively easy to recognise
the origins of the different animal creations. For
such a view, we are indebted to Rudolf Steiner. It is
a view that does not divorce us from the fruits of sci
entific observation; on the contrary, it makes full and
adequate use of them. It is a view that would teach us
to look at nature from above downwards rather than
from below upwards. Stage by stage we can descend
from the heights and, having grasped the depths, re-
ascend to the heights. Merely to build from below
upwards, is to construct, in modem terms, a Tower
of Babel that must surely end in confusion. 'Man',
who stands at the pinnacle of earthly creation, is at
once the central edifice and the key to the under
standing of all the creatures.

Having formed thoughts about the human being,
we can now turn to the animals. Our first approach
will be from the aspect of form—what can ihe form
teach us. To this end, we have selected certain ani
mal types whose forms can be specially suggestive.
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and speed, making it the swiftest of creatures, the
horse owes to its legs.

And in the cart-horse, how strong and sturdy the
legs are!

These wonderful legs all serve the trunk to carry
it about. That is their only work. Now watch a horse
walking. For example, watch a horse pulling a
plough or a cart. Look at the head as it does so. The
head moves up and down with every step. The head
is not free like ours; it is much more like a part of a
trunk made into a head. When it is grazing, with its
long neck stretching to the ground, and its strong
teeth tearing the grass, the head of the horse is just
like another limb ser\nng the trunk.

Let us think, too, of the humble cousin ofthe horse,
the ass! The ass is certainly not graceful. It does not
move easily—as you know, sometimes it refuses to
move altogether. Have you ever seen an ass gallop ?
And if it does move more quickly than usual, it is
awkward and bumpety. But now try and go up a
stony path on a mountain side. How wonderfully
sure-footed it is, as it picks its way step by step over
boulders and stones. The path may be ever so nar
row, and the mountain side very steep, but leave the
ass to pick its way and do not hurry, and it will prove
a very good ass indeed, and will bring you quite
safely to the end of your journey. So the ass may be
obstinate and stupid in some ways, but it is very, very
wise in its legs.

When the horse neighs it is like a champion call
ing to his mates, but when the ass brays it is telling a
sad, sad .story of all the burdens it must bear on its
shaggy back, and of a road that is always too long.

Wonderful in their different ways as are their legs,
the horse and the ass are still trunk animals. It is the
trunk that is all-important, and all else serves the
trunk.

* * *

The above are naturally but sketchy descriptions. In
class one can enlarge on all this. The children draw
pictures of the animals. It is important to describe
the environment characteristic of each animal. One
can tell animal stories, can recall fables they know
and add less familiar ones from the different peo
ples.

With reference to the last group of animals, the
mammals, different though they may be in shape,
size, appearance, habits of life, environment, never
theless one principle clearly prevails; they are, one
and all, essentially trunk animals, with head, legs
and tail as particular appendages. There is no real
threefold division as with the human form.

We have spoken to the children of head and trunk
animals. The question naturally arises, are there also

14

limb animals i.e. creatures whose essential nature is
vested in the limbs? We discover the remarkable

fact, emphasised by Steiner, that there are not. This
can come to the children as a great wonder, and it
leads us back once more to humans. As Steiner

points out, we are the only beings who have real
limbs—limbs that have a life of their own quite apart
from their service to the body. It is our limbs that
make us truly human. We can compare the human
head to the cuttlefish. We can compare the human
trunk to other animals, but in all nature, there is noth
ing to compare to the human limbs. There humanity
is unique!

What a miracle are the human hands! Let us think
of them, for example as in Diirer's picture, folded in
prayer. How much individual life and expression
there is there! A whole soul dwells in those hands.
Let us think of the hands of a musician—in every
movement of the fingers there is a world of expres
sion; the careful, precise hands of a mathematician;
the fine, disciplined hands of a surgeon; the skilled
hands of a labourer; the hands of an actor, that
almost speak to us; or just hands, any human
hands—what wisdom, spirituality, variety, is con
tained in them! How loving they can be, or how
cruel! They are indeed not merely tools of the body
but something in themselves, real limbs, the bearers
of the will of man, the agents of destiny. What the
hands have gained in freedom, that the legs have sac
rificed. They are much more limited in function,
much more bound to the earth—yet they, too, show,
in their uprightness, in the straight line with the
knee-cap characteristic only of human beings, a
degree of emancipation from the earthly, from the
all-binding force of gravity, possessed by no other
creature. The legs, too, in their expressiveness, com
pletely transcend their merely functional nature.
The walk of each person is quite individual. In their
own particular way even the legs are not merely ser
vants of the body, but are servants and agents of the
spirit.

The human limbs are indeed a wonder of creation,
and this all-important fact we can bring home to the
c h i l d r e n .

We are, after all, at this stage in the education, con
cerned only with broad and fundamental facts. As a
seed for their future, the children can receive the

thought that the animal world finds its meaning only
in relation to the human; that the animal kingdom
finds its synthesis and higher unity in the human
being. Without humanity, nature would be mean
ingless. Such a thought is, as yet, but little acknowl
edged. Yet without this thought, life is lacking in all
real purposiveness: we are merely plunged into

material ist ic ut i l i tar ianism and a Darwinist ic bl ind

struggle for existence. We must rescue the human
being from a point of view that would deprive him of
all dignity, and ultimately of all humanity.

We can remind the children of the story they had,
the previous year, of Adam naming the beasts. He
surveys them with a God-like eye; he alone knows
them in their innermost nature, and he pronounces
this knowledge in the name. We can remind them,
too, of the farming main-lesson they had; of the
farmers, the people who can care for all nature.
These are real pictures of humanity's connection
with nature.

* * *

It is always valuable in education to describe the
same thing to the children from different points of
view. This stirs the will and the imagination, where
as mere definition cramps and limits them.

Having described such animals to the children,
we can, perhaps in the following year, in Class 5,
make quite another approach. So far we have dealt
principally with the forms of man and the animals.
We can now take the three contrasted types of ani
mals, the eagle, the lion, and the bull, in relation to
the functions of the human head, heart and limbs.
The traditions of wisdom have always grouped
these together around the human being. Zarathustra.
in his first vision of the Sun-Spirit, Ahura Mazda,
perceived Him in human form, seated on a throne
supported by a lion, an eagle, and a bull, with three
hierarchies of Angelic Beings ranged above Him. In
the Sphinx, we have a human face, the wings of an
eagle, the chest of a lion, and the lower trunk of a
bull. We are reminded, too, of the Vision of the
Apocalypse with the eagle, the lion, the bull, and the
human form. There is a great truth contained in this
symbolism. At the present stage we can discuss
these three types quite simply.

* * *

Children, let us think now of the King of the Birds,
the Eagle. Where does he live? All alone, in high
rocky places. His fierce eyes seem to pierce eveiy
distance, as, from his eyrie high above, he .siin'eys
the world below him. His long, strong beak is like an
iron limb of terrible power and .strength. When he is
not in his stronghold, you see him hovering high in
the heavens, on wide, outstretched wings. Suddenly
he .swoops down to the world below; he has .seen a
lamb, maybe. And now with his iron beak or his
.strong talons he has gripped the lamb, and, with
rapid .strokes, his wings cany him hack to his lofty
home, to consume his prey in .solitude.

If we wi.shed to compare the eagle with .some part
of human nature, which part do you think he resem

bles? See the head. Human shoulders are them-
.selves like rocky crags, and on these, the head rests,
looking out over the world. The head, itself, does not'
jly off, of course, but our thoughts do, and we think
with our heads. We may seem to be resting, but our
thoughts can be far away; they can cany us eveiy-
where in an instant. Our thoughts can fly to the heav
ens, they can descend to the deeps. We can look back
in our thoughts to the past, and we can look forward
to the future. We seize hold of what we see and hear;
whatever we take hold of with our thoughts, we make
our own. We carty it off, like the eagle, to the lonely
fastness where we live in our heads, and there we
devour it.

How different is the eagle in its aiiy heights, from
the cuttlefish living below in the dark waters; yet
they both remind us of the head we carry on our
shoulders.

Think, too, of the shrill, piercing cry of the eagle.
I wonder if you have ever heard it. You know that
when you make a squeaky sound, which some of you
are fond of doing sometime.^, it seems to come from
high up in the head. Perhaps you have been to the
zoo and visited the bird house.s. When you hear the
veiy high tsvittering sounds of some of the little
birds, and watch them flying .swiftly from perch to
perch, they are like a cloud of gaily dressed little
thoughts, like a lot of little J'eatheiy heads flying
abou t .

The shrill eagle \s ciy is a head cry; compare this
sound with the deep soft mooing of a or with the
deep bellow of a bull; these .sounds are not at all
head sounds—they come from much deeper down.

Now think of a cow in a meadow. How .she loves to
re.st comfortably on the rich green earth. How quiet
ly and contentedly she chews the grass. Can vou
imagine a cow taking a flying leap at a tuft ofgra.ss
and carrying it off at a gallop to a corner of the field
to devour it greedily! The cow, with her great, heavy
body, is .so very different from the eagle—the broad
mouth with the thick soft lips, .so different from the
horny pointed beak! And what does she do this rvnc ?
She changes blades of gra.s.s into white flowing
milk—and this milk is not at all for herself, .she gives
it all away. What can the teach us as .she
changes gra.s.s into milk to give away ? She teaches
us that what we learn is not just for ourselves; what
u v learn nr shall change into powers to help our fel
low human beings. We take in what we learn and we
change it into ways of working for others. This is not
at all ea.sy. You know that a tvnr has four stomachs;
you have watched a cmr chewing the cud. She does
not chew the gra.s.s just once, but many, many times.
She goes over the .same food again and again before



imikiiifi it iitl(f pure, while milk. .So. too. nui.si ,?'>
over wluti ur learn, a^aiii and ai;ain—and only in
vear.s' to come shall n't' he really ready to use it.

And think of the anitry. .•aormy hull, ehaiiiiufi
acrftss a meadow. He holds his head down I ike a hat-
teriufi ram. andchariiesjorwardas though he would
move mountains from his path. Where does the
miiiht of the hull chiefly live? Is it in the head? No.
he im-s his head merely as a weapon. The miiihty
drive of the hull comes from behind, where he heats
aaaimst the earth with his hind le}t.\. hurUnii himself
forward. What can the hull teach us?

Think of someone at work. Think of someone driv
ing the .spade into the earth, turning wild places into
fertile fields. Think of someone digging rocks and
stones out of the mountains to make great huilding.s.
Thinkofsomeone seeking out the heavy iron to make
the vast engines and machineiy we use. Think of all
the many hard things people must do. It is the htdl in
us that gives us the .strength to do all this. In your
morning verse vou speak of 'the strength of human
limhs'. It is the hidden hull within that gives us this
strength.

IVc can now think of the lion, the Monarch of the
Beasts. The roar of the lion certainly does not come
fivm the head; nor is it like the deep bellow of the
hull; it comes from its mighty chest, crowned with
noble mane and head. With this roar, the lion com
mands the forest. We can think ofit.flr.st crouching,
very still, all drawn together, and then making a
great and sudden spring through the air. He is so
strong, the lion—stronger than the huge elephant,
and vet he can move so gently and quietly through
the grass or jungle that there is not the faintest
sound. The eagle carries the lightne.ss of the air; the
hull, the heavine.ss of the earth; the lion comes
berween. The eagle swoops, the htdl charge.s. the
lion leaps—and in his leap through the air he is the
most graceful of all animals, for he is at the same
time, light and strong. The crouch and .spring of the
lion, the drawing together and the leaping fonvard.
remind us of the heart we cany in our chest; the
human heart does this alway.s—that is the beating of
the heart that we hear. We cany a lion in our heart;
that is why. when someone is veiy courageous and
aiso gracious and gentle, we say they are lion-heart
ed. There vrd.v an English king who u like this. He
u called Richard the Lion-hearted.

When we listen to the heating of the human heart,
it is as though we could hear. In this heating, the fool-
steps of Cod.

Now we have seen that the eagle rules in the
human head, the lion in the heart, and the cow and
bull in the limbs. But in people, too, there also dwells

an angel, and this angel changes the fierceness of
the beasts so that in head and heart and limb there
can live the love of God. .So can he .swift and
brave and strong; quick to learn and understand,
gentle and loving, and eager to .serve.

My dear children, all the beasts of the world can
teach us .something, for every hea.st carries a .secret
of God. When we learn to understand these secrets,

are also learning about God.

A Lesson in the Dark

See caption on page 12/13. Photo; Aliki Sapountzi

Now you will understand why the o.s and the a.ss
were also present at the Christmas Crib. Not only
did kings and shepherds .seek the Christmas Child,
hut the and the ass were also there to protect Him
with their warm breath. Why the o.x and the ass?
They are called hea.sts of burden. Behind them we
may think of the whole animal kingdom .serving,
wailing on humanity. The patient o.x. the lowly ass.
the gentle sheep, stand veiy close to u.s. One day they
willhefollowedbyall the other creature.s—hut first,
ur must learn to understand them.

* t *

We owe much to the science ofoiir limes, but. jusl as
Shylock in demanding his pound of llesh. forgol the
blood, so does modern science, in dealing wiih
nature, forgei the spirit. Such a science can never
nourish the deeper forces of the humtin soul. An
unspiritual science that leaves the heart cold, that
makes demands on the intelligence but has nothing
to say to the moral nature of the human being, can
never be a basis for true education. It separates
humanity from the world and makes us unsocial
spectators.

An imaginative-perceptual view of life such as
has been indicated here, a view to which wc have
been led by RudolfSteiner. releases the heart forces,
brings warmth, enthusiasm and purpose into life,
penetrates beneath the surface of the senses to the
moral grounds of all existence, and unites the human
being with nature. What the children have enjoyed
through such a method of teaching becomes the
drivim* force in their own endeavours in later yean;.

by NORMAN DAVIDSON

I walked acioss the school playground towards the
classroom thinking about Ernest Hemingway. It was
a fmsh, sunny day in late autumn, but inwardly I was
transpoiting myself to the seas around Cuba where
big 11 sh are caught, and to the sun-drenched arenas of
Spain where the ritual of killing the bull is enacted. In
both, the human being relates to nature in a strange
and contradictory way—we arc predatory yet awe-
filled in the pre.sence of death: sensing our own end,
hunting ourselves. Such contradictions, translated
into .social relationships, lie in the feeling life of many
a young teenager, and wait to be .solved.

Many things go through the mind of a teacher on his
way to the classroom, especially if he is new to the
school as I was. Had I prepared the lesson properly?
Would it be received well? Would it relate to the

young people before me? I was sure that Heming
way related sooner or later to the class of thirty or so
boys and girls around the age of fifteen towtads
whom I now walked. But nevertheless the night
before 1 had wondered about presenting Hemingway
justat that time in these literature and English lessons.
1 entered the .school and walked down the corridor. It
was too late now to change.

Expectancy
When 1 arrived outside the door it was shut. On open
ing it there was a double shock. Firstly. I stepped from
a bright, sunny atmo.sphere into complete darkness.
The window blinds were tightly down, and I could
hardly .see my way to the teacher's desk. Secondly,
although 1 could scn.se a lot of people in my prc.sencc.
there was hardly any sound.

I had to think quickly. This was not a particularly
easy class in some ways. A few days before, a group
of them had sat in the playground in a circle after the
.school bell, protesting against something. So now
they were testing me. Instinctively I knew why they
were doing it. "Who are you?" they were saying.
"Throw away your book, your Waldorf curriculum,
and your briefcase. What are you going to do now?"

I walked towards the window where light showed,
but quick hands closed up the chink. The first impulse
was to admonish them strongly for being so silly,
switch on the light and demand that they immediate
ly pull up the blinds. After all, my lesson was being
infringed, and time was being wasted. But the hush in
the class made me hesitate. I could hear them breath

ing and listening and occasionally whispering—all
thirty of them. I'hc air was full of expectancy. I
stopped myself from reacting as a conventional
'teacher' and wondered what I could do as an uncon
ventional one.

Reversed n i in ic
I felt my way round to the front of the teacher's desk
and stood staring into darkness. Boy! could these
children wreck a lesson! So I thought that the best
thing would be to say the tlrsl meaningful thing that
came to me and lake it from there. I heard myself say.
"Fortoday's lesson you are going to have to use some
what more imagination than usual." (There wa.s a rip
ple of appreciative laughter. Well, that was
.something. "You will have to listen to my voice today
without the help of seeing my movements, gestures
and facial expressions. A kind of reversed mime. So
you'll have to listen more carefully." (Sounds of
"Sh.") "When you don't see someone's face who is
talking, you can more easily be led astray as to shades
of meaning. I might, for instance, be saying all this to
you in a serious voice, but without you knowing it
could be grinning like an ape." (I grimaced crazily
into the darkness and. sensing it, the class rippled with
laughter again, then fell silent, waiting.)

I was at sea, but it was less and less Hemingway's
Ctuibbean. The big fish and the bulls were receding
into the dim distances in my mind. I was brought
intensely to the here and now of thirty young people
who needed something and were teaching me how to
teach it. So I plunged into this new sea and into the
uncanny experience of having to imagine the young
people to whom I was talking, even though I knew
them. Gradually, the lesson was drawn out of me. The
following arc paraphrases of parts of it.

Pure thoughts
"You'll have to sec today with your thoughts. For
someone like the great philosopher Plato, to think was
to see. Even in English we say 'I see'when we under
stand something with ourthoughts. Some people can
see with theirthoughts very well. Being without sight
is a help. During the last war there was a blind resist
ance fighter in the French underground movement to
whom all recruits for the resistance were brought. He
could tell by the tone of the person's voice in answer
to questions whether he was a spy or not. It is also
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not slop for ever held up at that "beginning" in the
womb. nor. if we mu.st trace it further back, merely
repeal the process through an inllnity of ancestors that
preceded our generation. The origin of the human
spirit must be .sought for in other regions and by other
methods of observation than those we use for knowl

edge of the human body. This is the basis of what
Sleiner developed as a new world outlook under the
name of anthroposopliy. out of which his conception
of education grew. Education then is the awakening of
the human spirit into a human bodily organisation
adapted to the needs of its environment. Growth is the
means by which nature gradually provides the means
for this to happen, incotporaiing in every single mem
ber of the human .species all she has gathered and
adapted to her purpose out of an experience of aeons
of creative evolution. This growth is nature's business,
the activity of the human spirit is our business. Part of
her work nature does exclusively on her own in the
secret workshop of tlie female womb. At the proper
time she brings her work forth to the light of day; and.
J ust because her work is to provide a stage upon which
tlie human spirit can act. although for some lime she
still takes the major responsibility, she allows olhcr
human beings to take part in her task—irrespective of
whether they damage or preserve what she has so
painstakingly produced.

The human spiritisalready equipped at birth as spir
it for what it has to do in life. It has to wait, however,
while nature and humanity prepare 'the stage' on
which it can act. It is not yet mature enough to organ
ise its own entry into the world, or to build up the body
with which, once entered upon that task, it will later
use for it. Tliat still has to be left to nature; and the
human spirit sleeps through that process. At birth it
begins to awaken: and as all waking is accompanied
by dreams, childhood is the dream of the human spir
it. It is ourduty as teachers—and not only teachers, but
parents and the whole adult world generally—to enter
undersiandingly into that dream world of the childand
gradually to transform those "dream images' into
images of earthly reality. Happy are we if we do not
change them into nightmares, if we do not. through an
ignorance of the way the human spirit dreams its way
into 1 i fe. act towards it as though it were fu I ly awake, a
miniature adult. The human spirit will awaken what
ever we do: it will have all its gifts and dispositions: it
will later do its particular task in life—but with what a
dilference. Just as it is possible for a person to have his
whole day upset because he has "got out on the wrong
side of the bed', so it is possible for that other process
of awakening, education, to alter the whole of the sub
sequent life.

Rudolf Steincr has described the way in which the

human spirit awakens—the path of its progress. It
awakens first in the will, then in the feelings and final
ly in the thinking. E.\pressed physically one could say:
it awakens first in the limbs, then in the rhythmic sys
tem and finally in the head.

At the very beginning of the process we as educators
can do nothing. Nature is still solely in charge, though
already gently relinquishing her responsibility and
sharing it with human collaborators—notably, of
course, in the first instance, the mother. Jean Jacques
Rousseau tried to arouse the women of Europe to feed
their babies them.selves. on the ground that this was the
only natural way of nourishment. Steincr. without
making a crusade for it, drew attention no less force
fully to this fact by showing that the first 'educator*,
the first awakener of the human spirit, is the mother's
milk. It would be utterly impossible, he said, for us
with all our cleverness to find any approach to the
sleeping spirit of the child, did not this truly amazing
substance not only feed the child, but penetrating into
all its activities, change it gradually into the sentient,
active, observant creature we begin to notice after the
first few months. To a finer, spiritual obser%'ation it is
apparent that the effect of substitutes is not the same.

Inevitably, when children begin to take notice of
their surroundings we can and do begin to attract their
attention even more by talking to them. It is really
amazing that this should happen, because we do not
for one moment imagine that they can understand
what we say. But we talk none the less: and in talking,
tacitly acknowledge the genius in human language
which can awaken the human spirit to understanding.
The child learns to speak: the human spirit awakens to
the power of language, but only by hearing language
spoken to it. It is a sin against that spirit, therefore, to
degrade language to baby-talk, which is not language.
Rather should we speak always as one human being to
another, confident in the powerof language as such to
awaken the spirit in the child to its use. as it awakened
ours. Whatever the child reproduces as the first elTorts
of his own spirit to use this power, should not be used
by us in turn as our means of communication. We
insult the human spirit by speaking to it in any other
way than that by which one human being normally
speaks to another: and wc should no more talk to a
child in baby-talk than we should commit the unpar
donable outrageofrcplying to aperson with an imped
iment in his speech by mimicking the impediment.

By the time the children come to school, the human
spirit is so far awakened in the will, in all that one can
expect young human beings todo. that wc can begin to
appeal to them in another way—by putting before
them the whole story of the activity of humankind and
the scene on which it takes place. But the accent here

must be on the word "stoiy'. We err if we begin to
appeal to a logical process of reason, to the concept of
cause and elTect: for the activity of thinking is not yet
awake. Signs of awakening are already there, of
cour.sc. and they increa.se as the years go by: but to
begin to use them too early can have the same effect as
dragging someone half awake from his bed. in con
trast to wailing until he can make theelTort of rising on
his own initiative. He gets out of bed. if one may con
tinue the image, by either method: but with what a dif
ference!

It is a pity that in our curricula we still cling so tena
ciously to the concept of "subject'. The teacher's busi
ness at this.stage istoarouse the child's enthusiasm for
the activity and accomplishments of the human spirit,
and .she does that best by telling the child the story of
humanity and the world as a whole. Here the "how'—
the art of doing it—is of more importance than the
"what". Naturally in ihecourseof that story she will tell
the child about histoiy and geography and natural sci
ence. because one cannot tell that story without them:
and she will naturally not tell him things which are
untrue: but the essential character of it will be of some
thing which somebody does, the adventure of human
activity, not of something which is: an abstract branch
of knowledge existing in its own right. For this reason
Stciner advi.sed that one teacher should be in charge of
each group of children between the ages of about six
and fourteen, and should be with them every morning
for the first two hours of the day. What she does with
them in so far as it has to have a name is called the
main-lesson: what she does with them in so far as it has
a content is just what has been indicated: the story of
the development of the human spirit. The teacher
alone, in consultation with her colleagues, is the .sole
arbiter of how much she shall say about what we call
geography or history or science at ruiy one point, and
how long she shall spend on it. Her chief anxiety is so
to present her material that in everything she says and
does the spirit of the child. living inten.sely in the feel
ings evoked by what he hears, shall as it were be con
tinually saying to himself. 'This is what human beings
are; this is how they work: this is what they discovered
here: what they did there: what they made atone time:
what they dared at another. This is what I. too. have to
take part in. This is why 1 have come into the world."

In this way, and in this way only, can the human spir
it be awakened properly at this stage. As it awakens it
also becomes aware of powers which nature has been
all the while gradually maturing in the complex organ
isation of its psycho-physical being. By the time the
child is about fourteen, or when puberty has thor
oughly .set in. these powers—notably the power of
judgment—have been sufficiently matured for the

teacher to be able to use them directly as the means of
its final awakeningcall.Then the whole field ofhuman
endeavour and attainment is gone over in increasing
depth. Subjects as such come into their own. The
young human beings leam that there are truths, laws,
implicit in phenomena which, while they can find
them out. are there not by their agencs-. Other powers
than Man have brought them into being, which we in
our e ffor ts to understand them have ca l led now
Nature, now God. The human spirit should now
respond to the world-spirit active in things. The young
person can begin to realise that as spirit he or she is not
only a "child of caith'. but is a member—albeit a ver>'
lowly member—of worlds existing far beyond the
e a r t h .

Imafiesfroni adolescence: \pa}>e IH) a free'paini-
iiiiffrom an examination class frtgc 16): modelling
by a 14/15-year-old (here): and an IH-year-old's
impression of a Bach prelude drawn daring a
music main-lesson (pa^e 22).

It is noteworthy that this time when the clearest call
can be made to the human spirit is also the lime when
nature, having brought man to biological maturity
(which is herchief aim), presents the bill, as it were, for
all her trouble, and begins to make the most urgent and
powerful demands on the sex activity of her darling
creature. This is the lime of love: and just as the infant
loved the world around him: just as the child loved his
school and teachers: so at this sitigc the young person
can and should love knowledge. Only in so far as the
human spirit can love knowledge will it awaken at this
stage—or. indeed, at any subsequent one. It can still
acquire knowledge without loving it, even to such an
extent that it can pass difficult examinalit>ns. and
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acquire all sorts of quali
fications with i t ; but in
relation to the fully awak
ened human spirit it does
s o i n a k i n d o f d r e a m .

Knowledge is something
foreign to it; and whatsoever
else knowledge may do, it can
do little or nothing to help the
young person come to terms
w i t h t h i s o the r l ove wh i ch
wells up from the depths of his
being.

Tlie "problein of the teenager*,
aswecall iuha.sbecomeacliche in
our thinking about youth as well
as in our language. All kinds of efforts are made to
solve it; but every one is bound to fail which omits to
take the human spirit into account as a reality. It isjust
at this lime that education has its supremesi and sever
est task. One way, the young person is pulled by the
power of a Nature force—a force which we must not
unden ate, for it has created all living tilings. The other
way, it has the power of aspiring to the true dignity of
all that is human. It is puerile of us to imagine that we
are going to guide and counteract the effect of the one
force by a so-called "sex-education*, which naively
sees salvation in nothing more than a detailed expla
nation of the love-play of rabbits, and the subtle
mechanics of human coitus. The whole concept of
sex-education as a separate feature is wrong from the
stall: and the only thing that will, the only power that
can hold such anature-force in balance is one which is
at least its equal—the powerofthe human spirit. There
is no other .solution to the love-problems of youth than
the ability to make the proper call to the human spirit.
A wiser age than ours will not only recogni.se this, but
will be able to do it; and it will look back with horror
on an age devoted to education which compelled
young men and women to concentrate all their elTtirts
on the acquisition of knowledge without love, and left
them to love with no more guidance than a "scientific"

explanation of sexual
i n t e r c o u r s e .

The human spir i t
c o m e s t o b i r t h i n t h e

sphere of thought; the
world-spirit works in the
sphere of instinct. In us
both are united. We cannot
be wholly spirit; we can

not, and still remain human,
be wholly instinct. Within

the sphere of thought, howev
er, we are wholly spirit; in the

sphere of sex we are still, wholly
instinct. But we must find the bridge

between these two. Who can bui ld such a

bridge? What can bring to icnns with him- or herself
this creature who at one moment aspires to search out
the mysteries of the cosmos, and at another must cop
ulate like any beast of the field?

Three things, and three things only, can bring this
about: a/nv/ig.science, a //ring religion and a//V/n.̂  art.
Unfortunately it must be left to the imagination of the
reader to glimpse what is implied in that word "living*.
It would need at least another article to unfold within
the tenns of Steiner's meaning what this envisages.
But at least the ability of science, art and religion in the
modem world to act healthfully on young people is
sufficiently obvious by default to indicate what has yet
to be achieved. When these three are neglected, wher-
everthey fail to integrate and arouse the whole spirit of
youth, then the world of spirit becomes something
cold and abstract, the world of nature an orgiastic-
region of taboos and licentiousness and the world of
art an exhibitionism of pensonal vanity and caprice. To
find again what /mw in science, what lives in religion,
what lives in art, and to know what lives in humanity is
the essential prerequisite to education. But here we
part company both with the scope of this article and the
sphere of education proper, and must perlorce come to
an end—an end. however, which only concludes in so
far as it emphasises that beginning.

by RENEM.QUERIDO

The teaching of foreign languages plays an essential
part in the Waldorf curriculum. Rudolf Steiner
intended children to be exposed to two contrasting
foreign languages, three times a week, from the first
through the twelfth grade. The learning of a foreign
language greatly depends on imitative musical abili
ties. Although they are somewhat ebbing from the
change of teeth onwards, the language teacher can
still make use of them in a most creative way. Much
will depend for the future mastery of the language
whetiier i n these early grades the chi Idrcn can be sub
merged in the living atmosphere of the spoken word.
The classroom—whether French. Spanish or
German istaught—.should become for the 43 minutes
of every language lesson a part ofthat particular coun
try. Not a word of the native language should be spo
ken there. The children will be greeted in French,
"Bonjour, mcs cnfants. Comment allez-vous aujour-
d'hui?" The class replies, ""Trcs bien, merci. Et
vous?" Out of this dialogue, we might come to speak
about the vveallier. ""Regardez, il fait beau aujour-
d*hui. Le soleil brille."... ""Oh. quel temps! II ne fail
que picuvoir." After this lively dialogue the class in
chorus will practise a number of pronunciation exer
cises. First, two or three are introduced, and then, lit
tle by little, through the weeks and the months, a
whole repertoire is built up. It might take three or four
minutes to recite these in chorus and individually. The
class will also stand up and appropriate movements
c a n b e i n t r o d u c e d .

" To n f h e i ' a - t - i l o k ' h i t o t t x ? "

"Tue ta tou.x avam que fa fou.x te lue."
"Bon Papa, ne hats pas beau Paul"
—and many others.

The importance, though many of them are humorous,
does not lie in the meaning but in the learning to cope
with the tongue-twisting sounds. And then, the class
will be led into the recitation of a poem. Here again,
the musicality of the mood is stressed. Great poetry is
chosen rather than the jingles written specially for
children. Already at an early age. children can be
introduced to the genius of fine poetry: Ronsard.
Charles d*Orlcans, Lafontaine. Victor Huso.

Laniartine. Leconte de Lisle. Theophile Gautier and
others. Gnidiially. a rich repertoire of poetry, which is
learnt by heart orally only, can be built up. It is an
invaluable treasure in later life, and more than any
thing else il develops a sensitive appreciation for the
language. As an example, we quote a poem by
Charlesd'Orleans( 1391-1465) "Rondeau", which he
wrote during his long captivity of more than 20 years
in the gloomy fortress of the Tower of London and
where he recalls nostalgically the sweet beginnings
of spring in his beloved France:

"Le temps a lai.ssiKson manreait
De vent, de froidure et de pluie.
El s 'est vein de hiaderie
De soleil luisant. clairet beau.
II n 'y a bete, ni oi.seau
Qu 'en son jar^ion ne chanie on rrie:
Le temps a laisse son manteau
De vent, defroidure et de pluie.
Riviere, fontaine et ruis.seau
Portent en HvreejoUe
Gouttesd 'aificnt. d 'oifevrerie.
C l i a c u n s ' h a b i l l e d e n o u v e a u .

Le temps a lai.s.\e.\<>n manteau."

The weavinti on ilsframefrom which the detail for the
From Cover has been taken.
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In dealing wiih such a poem one will of course nol
stress either difficulties of vocabulary or points of
grammar. That would be totally inartistic. Tlic chil
dren. out of the mood of the language, will gain a suf
ficient understanding through the spoken word. No
translation need be given. But by way of a vivid intro
duction in French and the use of the blackboard, the

general meaning can readily be conveyed. One could
ask the students briefly to retell in English the sub
stance of the introduction that the teacher has given.
In working with a poem, it is important that the
teacherhimsel1"/her.soirhasmemori.sed it well andean
recite it with enthusiasm. One might only spend about
five to ten minutes each lesson on the recitation of

poetry takinga few lines at a time and from one lesson
to the next repeating, continuing the process until the
poem is known in chorus by tlie whole class and indi
vidually by each child.

The Early Grades
From the first to the third grade, nothing is written and
it should be stressed that all the work is done orally.
One would proceed in a similar way in German or
Spanish. During the remaining part of the lesson in
these early grades, a great deal can be done by way of
introducing the children to the seasons, to day and
night, the kingdoms of nature; rock, plant, animal; the
parts of the body, telling the lime, the course of the day
with its many activities. These can be mimed and
acted; we are asleep, we wake up. we open our eyes,
we jump out of bed. we wash ourselves, we dress, we
have breakfast with the family; what do we eat? what
do we wear? how do we go to school? etc. One might
also bring a suitca.seand unpack the various items that
one lakes with one on a journey. Shopping, telling the
time, and a host of other daily activities in the third
grade, when the students have a building and farming
block, can thus appropriately be woven into the for
eign language teaching. Tlte main activity of the le.s-
son should certainly consist of practising the
language by way of speaking, reciting, singing,
games etc.—but also by creating moments when the
children listen to a story that the teacher tells. The
singing of folk songs and rhythmic acting songs
accompanied by gestures can al.soplay a major part in
these lessons.

The same holds true for Gennan as it does for
French or Spanish; only the finest poetry is cho
sen.What a Joy and enrichment for children to be
introduced as early as the age of six or .seven to mas
terpieces by Goethe. Schiller. Uhland. Riickert.
Morgcnstem. Great poets are the creators of language
and embody the genius of their people.

'Gefundeii'
Ich sing im WaUle soJiir inich hin,
und nidus zu sudten das war iiiein Sinn.
Im Sduuien sail idi ein Bliimdien sieh 'n.
wie Sterne leaduend. wie Auglein .sriidn.
Idt wollt'eshredien, da.sagi'esfein:
Soil idt ztnn W'elken gehrodien sein ?
Idi grab's mil alien den Wiirzlein aiis,
zum Garten iriig idi's am hiibsdien Hans.
Und pjlanzi es wieder am stiiien On:
mm zweigt es immer and bliilii .sofort.

Goethe

The learning of foreign languages is highly effective
and stimulating only to the extent liiat the teacher is
able to bring considerable diversity to the les.son. yet
never tires of repealing the form he or she has estab
lished. There should be much variety between stand
ing up and sitting down, moving the desks to the side,
creating a circle and again reforming the setting of the
classroom, and then again spending time listening
quietly. Thus, the active and passive elements of the
language receive their full due. It is obvious that in the
first grades, as indeed later on. the children under
stand more than they can actually reproduce or
express correctly. Great care should be given to beau
tiful and correct pronunciation; slovenliness should
not be allowed to creep in.

T h e M i d d l e G r a d e s

In the fourth, fifth and sixth grades, we enter into a
new pha.se. Gradually we can now begin to write
down some of the poems, stories and dialogues
acquired in the repertoire of the first three grades; it is
essentially the task of the middle years by way of writ
ing 10 learn to read the foreign language, to be able to
do simple dictation, and to write answers to ques
tions that have first been dealt with orally in a living
way. Now gradually the structure of grammar has to
be brought in. starting with the verb (the doing word).
Conjugations can now be leaml rhythmically by
heart: Je suis. tu es, 11 c.st—clap clap!—Nous
sommes. vousetes. lis sont—clap, clap!... Ich bin.
du bist. er isl—clap, clap!—Wir sind. ihr seid, sic
sind—clap, clap! . . . with clapping, stamping, and
appropriate movements. Out of the will nature of the
language, the verb, one gradually develops the noun
(the naming), actually a more abstract activity, and
then one weaves in adjective and adverb, which rep
resent the feeling element of language. There is no
need to teach grammar with the help of a text book.
The children make their own. And over the years, it
can be added to. unfolding fronuhesimpleslrulesand
exercises to the most complex ones. By and large, the

grainmalicul points in the foreign language will be
taught about one yeiu- after they have been mastered
in the native tongue: co-operation between teachers
can add greatly to bringing siaiclure and form to this
aspect of the work. Grammar should always be taught
out of a lively relationship with the spoken word. It
has an important place in giving a backbone to our
understanding, but if it is brought too early or in an
abstract way. it can do much towards deadening our
connection with the living word. There are unfortu
nately too many such instances today, resulting in a
deep-seated dislike for foreign languages.

Much of what has been practised by way of poetry,
songs, pronunciation exercises etc. will be continued
in the middle grades, but now. in addition, the printed
book will be imroduced. At the end of the fourth
grade, the students will have leamt to write the lan
guage beautifully and to read fiucnlly and correctly
Irom the board or from their own written books. A
certain amount of copying is by no means a waste of
time. It strengthens the spelling, and attention is
thereby focused on a number of grammatical diffi
culties. We should always be ready to enjoy the oddi
ties of the languages we are leaching, such as, "Uii vcr
vert va vers un verre vert."..."Dirigent. Der Regent".
Proverbs and idioms and the etymological derivation
of words can now be brought in. adding spice und
humour to the lessons, which progressively have also
become more fomial. An important place is now
given to the telling and retelling of stories. One might
start with legends and folk tales, and then in the fifth
and sixth grades begin to add odd historical anec
dotes. The stories are told in a lively dramatic way by
the teacher in the foreign language with the support of
mime and blackboard, or even drawings that he or she
might have made in advance. They should be rela
tively short, and after a first retelling one can quickly
ascertain whether the children have understood the
main points. On a next occasion, Ihesloiy will be told
again, hut now in a more elaborate form adding
dc.scriplions and dealing with points of vocabulaiy
and idiomatic expression. On the third occasion, the
children will begin to retell the story and the teacher
might write the first version on the board, guiding the
process along. This can then be worked on further by
the children andean now be used in a variety of ways.
It can become the object of a lesson in style, in gram
mar. in question ami answer, can become the basis of
a short dnirnatic scene that is now written down and
acted ou t .

The telling and retelling of stories gains in impor
tance after the sixth grade, and in the seventh, eighth
and ninth grades it forms, together with reading, an
essential part of the curriculum. The language teacher

will be helped a great deal by considering the history
and geography blocks the children receive in their
main-lessons; sixth grade. Roman history. Middle
Ages: seventh grade. Renaissance. Reformation;
eighth grade. Revolution; ninth grade, modem histo
ry. From the fifth or sixth grade onwards, the students
should aLso become familiar with the geography of
the country of which they are learning the language.
But it should always be taught in that language. This
could go hand in hand with the customs and habits of
the different regions of Franco, for example, the
Breton, the Alsatian, the people from the Provence
and the Champagne, their folklore, their national cos
tumes. their food, their legends, their industries and
natural resources. This is the time to introduce the
children to the French cheeses, the manufacture of
wine and champagne, the perfumes of the Cote
d'Azuretc. Equally, one would bring examples of the
various dialects in German: Buyerisch. Schwiibisch.
Plaitdeutsch. Again, if one were teaching Spanish,
one would bring the regions of Spain to their alicntion
in a lively way; the dances, the music, the cathedrals,
the mentality and outlook of the Spaniard. But one
would also deal with some representative Latin
American countries. Mexico in particular. It should
be noted that iheaudio-visiial plays no pan in Waldorf
Education, as so much more can be achieved through
the lively creativity of the teacher in relation to the
c l a s s .

High School
Treasures olThe literature of the various languages in
the fomi. to begin with, of poetry, then of the short
sloiy and later of the novel and the play, will continue
to be brought to the students. In the ninth, tenth,
eleventh and twelfth grades, a careful literature cur
riculum should be established, but this of course can
not be maintained unless the basic skills of speaking,
reading, writing, dictations and conversation have
been well established in the earlier grades.

The following guidelines in connection with the
high school may be useful. In the ninth grade, the
youngsters are revolutionary, in the black and while
phase of their development, swinging between the
comic and the tragic. Here one can introduce the
Sturm und Drang period of German literature; the
young Schiller, the young Goethe. In French, one
would deal with the French Revolution, and poems of
Victor Hugo. Andre Chonier. appropriately reUiiod to
the period. The short stories of Alfred de Vigny.
Balzac, extracts from l.es Miserahles by Victor Hugo
and Le Comic de Monte-Cristo by Alexandre Dumas
are most useful. The teaching of this grade slK>iild he
accompanied by a dramatic note spiced with humour.
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Literacy in the foreign language
(age JO): here a scene from the life of

St Francis of Assisi with
accompanying text —Italian

as a foreign language.

It is also the time in which, as the intel
lectual ability of the student is now
maturing, the grammar and structure of
the language should be revised and
llrmly established.

In the tenth grade. Romanticism
plays a central pan in the life of the
teenager. One can now choose exam
ples from lyricism and deal with aspects
of the history of the language. Students
are interested in etymology and the
structure of language as long as it is
brought.in a lively fashion. They begin
to enjoy more consciously the peculiar
ities of a language and the more one can
bring comparative examples, also from
Latin and Greek and possibly from
some other language, the better it is.

The eleventh grade lends itself to the
tackling of drama. No student should
leave the high school without having
experienced the difference between
R a c i n e . C o m e i l l e a n d M o l i e r e . L c

Grand Sicclc. for instance, can be used
as a major project and brief excursions
can be made into the earlier poetry with
extracts from Chretien de Troyes. In
German literature one can contrast the
drama of Goethe and .Schiller, though a
study of Faust would best be postponed
until the twelfth grade. In addition, one
can bring aspects of Wolfram von
E.schenbach and other Minnesiinger. It
is during the eleventh grade that we deal
in the main-lesson with the story of
Parsifal, the "pure fool", who fails to ask
the crucial question because of his inner dullness. In
this grade, the history of music is introduced and the
language teacher can be inspired to fonn his lesson so
as to embody aspects of the general curriculum. For
instance, he might deal with the biographies of great
compo.sers typical of a particular counir)': Rameau.
Berlioz. Chopin. Debussy for France; Bach. Mozart.
Beethoven. Wagner for Germany and Austria.

In the twelfth grade, special emphasis is given to
the literature ol' today. Students of French should be
introduced to Albert Camus. Antoine de Saint-
Exupery. Anouilh. loncsco. and in German: Max
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Frisch. DiiiTcnmati. Wolfgang Borchert. Heinrich
Bo l l and o the rs .

Furthermore, in the upper grades, students can he
encouraged to present the fruits of their research in a
particular area. Some might choose to speak about a
political situation, the social conditions, aspects of
government and the judicial system of a particular
country. Others might choose to research more
deeply the psychological traits comparing, for
instance, the outlook of the French and Germans; oth
ers again might present vignettes of the crafts and
industries of a particular region. Such projects are

presented orally in the foreign language i front of the
class, and then in the fonn of an essay in French.
Gennan or Spanish by each studetit.

From the above considerations. it will already have
become apparent that the teaching of foreign lan
guages is not merely of pragmatic use. Wc endeavour
to go far beyond a mere basic knowledge as is sooflen
practised today. What can be the significance of this
more ci>mprehensivc approach? Doubtless, language
is a means of communication between human beings,
and it is perhaps one of the most important ones. It is
also the gateway to understanding a particular folk

which has its own genius, its own indi
viduality. its own musicality. and
expresses itself in countless manifesta
tions of everyday life.

Language is bom in the child by imi
tation during the first couple of years of
c h i l d h o o d . F i r s t t h e c h i l d m o v e s ,
crawls, learns to walk, and then out of

gesture, speech is bom as the tnother
tongue, and it is by way of speaking that
the first glimmerings oflhinking arise in
the third year. Our whole way of think
ing is. to begin with, detemiined by the
language wc speak, and it is well known
that, once we start learning another lan
guage. we also begin to think different
ly. Every language has its own thought
fonns. Certain concepts and words are
quite untranslatable from one language
into another. The Freneh say; J"ai raison
(1 have reason), meaning 1 am right.The
Germans say: Ich habe rechl (literally. 1
have right) when they mean to say: 1 am
right. The German has the word
Weltanschauung: they are constantly
striving for a total comprehensive view
of the world. The English pride them
selves on a "sense of humour" , the
French on savoir vivreilo know how to
live, or a way of living). The French use
penser a [10 think at—which has an ana
lytical conno-iation); the Germans say
uher eiwas naclulcnken (literall)'. over
something after think)—the gesture of
the word is more towards an all-cotii-

prising. synthetic type of thinking;
whereas the English to think ahout sug
gests that one goes around the subject
viewing it from as many aspects as pos
sible. Apart from such subtleties, let us
take a few more common examples
which seek to indicate that much is lost

in translation. The word tree—especially If it is por
trayed eurythmically—has quite a different sound
gesture from the German word liaiim or the French
word arhre. The sound gesture of tree might be said
to emphasise the trunk, whereas liaum stresses rather
the abundant foliage of. for example, a linden tree,
whereas arhre evokes the image of the typical slim
poplars trembling in the wind that one finds along the
r o a d s o f F r a n c e .

More is lost in translation than isgenerally reali.sed.
and one of the tasks of teaching foreign languages in
the Waldorf school is to recapture the genius ot lan-
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guage which—as we master it gradually—can fur
ther the understanding of another nation, another way
of thinking, another way of relating to life. Without
such a bridge, much is lo.st that is enchanting and cap
tivating. and also seeds of distrust and prejudice
between peoples are sown. In addition, through the
learning of two foreign languages from the early
nursery rhymes and songs in Kindergarten through
the first to the twelfth grades, an ever-widening
palette of inner colours is developed, quickening our
understanding for our fellow human beings. Once we
have learnt two foreign languages, the third, fourth
and fifth come more readily, and again our range of
inner sensitivity is expanded.

Each languagecan be compared loan instrument in
an orchestra. It has its own genius but also its own lim
itations. English lends itself most appropriately to
suggestion, to expressing things between the lines; it
is fill! of innuendo, of the partial statement. Gennan,
on the other hand, because of its pictorial character, is
particularly well suited to philosophical discourse. It
always strives to plumb the depiJis and soar to all-
encompassing heights: whereas the French language
is the immaculate instrument of precision, the rapier
that pierces with a disciplined thrust.

Experience al.so shows that through die learning of
a foreign language, we become more subtly aware of
our mother tongue. We rediscover its own particular
capacities of expre.ssion in speech, in prose and in
poetry. From about the fourth grade on. very special
attention will be paid to comparing proverbs and
idiomatic expressions in the different languages.
They are introduced little by little with appropriate
examples; "Er hat einen Vogel"—ho has a bird, mean
ing he is crazy. "Elle a unearaignec au plafond"—she
has a spider on the ceiling, meaning she has a bee in
her bonnet. Much quaininess and humour can thus be
introduced into the les.sons. Al.so at this time, atten
tion will he given to a beautiful, musical way of
speaking. Children should not only Icam to speak
correctly but also with due respect to the beauty and
inusicality of the language.

In conclusion, the profoundly social task of learn
ing a foreign language should be stressed. In this con
nection. it is appropriate to pay irihute to two of the
early Waldorf teachers who did more for the develop
ment of such teaching than any of their successors: Dr
Konrad Sandkuhlcr and Dr Herbert Hahn.

Konrad .Sandkiihlcr taught English as a foreign
language and French at the first Waldorl" School in
Slultgan lor many decades. His approach was most
stimulating and he was able, out of his own profound
knowledge ofa number of languages and their evolu
tion. to bring countless examples that inspired his
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students. Many under his guidance became line lin
guists. Perhaps one may bo al lowed a personal note: I
recall with particular joy a long conversation that I
had with Konrad Sandkuhlcr. as we walked along the
Boulevard Sainl-Gcrmuln In the spring in Paris some
twenty years ago. Wc spoke in French about the
Troubadours and Scholasticism, and the develop
ment of Old French into the modern idiom. Having
punctuated this inspiring part of the conversation
with cups of coffee on the terrace ofa cafe, wc con
tinued conversing in English about Shakespeare and
the evolution of the English language through the
ages, culminating in the modem American idiom and
the usage of English today. Then, speaking German,
we rctumcd to the Latin Quarter talking about Goethe
and Schiller and their place in the shaping of the
German language. I found It most memorable and
inspiring in my own teaching of languages.

The other remarkable personality and linguist was
Herbert Hahn. one of the founders of the Waldorf
School together with Rudolf Stciner. He mastered
absolutely fluently no less than twelve languages and
gave us late in life his magnificent book. Vom Genius
Enmpas. where he discus.ses the unique contribution
of the Italians, the Spaniards, the Portuguese, the
French, the Dutch, the English, the Swedes, the
Dane.s. the Norwegians, the Finas. the Russians and
the Germans, by way of the uniqueness of their lan
guage, their folk, their geographical setting, and their
way of life, each contributing toa total spectrum, This
monumental work is unfortunately not yet available
in English translation. In addition, he gave countless
pieces of advice on the practical teaching of foreign
languages; and the author of this article owes him a
very special debt ofgratitude. He never tired of stress
ing the importance of the oral work, the recitation, the
poetry, the conversation, the training of the ear to per
ceive the "imponderables' oflangLiagc. With Goethe,
we can say. "What is more precious than gold?" "The
Light." "What is more quickening than the light?"
"Das Gcspriich." Conversation, that which takes
place in .speech between one human being and
a n o t h e r .

Perhaps it may he said that the teacher of foreign
languages in a Waldorf school is dedicating hiseflbrls
to the re-enlivening of language so that a true sense of
brotherhood may arise among human beings.

Class Exchanges
by SHIRLEY NOAKES

Excitement! Our eight week Class 8 exchange with
the RudoifSieincr School in Munich was under-way
and we were on the sleeper train to London on the first
leg of our longjoumey. With head protmding into the
corridor from the elevated position of a top berth. I
had a clear view ofa variety oftousied heads peeping
out to see il'thc 'coast was clear* only to be hurriedly
withdrawn when lliey realised they were being sur
veyed. The kindly sleeping car attendant soon look on
the nighl-walchinan duties, allowing the staff to get
some much needed sleep—though we made a note to
advise against wasting money on sleeping berths on
any future exchange trips! Couchettes for the second
night, however, were veiy welcome. After some
sight-seeing in London, there were the ihrillsof walk
ing the decks on the Dover-Ostende crossing: and
then staring out of the train windows at unfamiliar lit
tle houses looking like slices of iced cake and neat
rectangular fields, fiirmed in colourlul rectangular
strips. The stop al Munich station in the early morn
ing was a very short one but .somehow the. by this
lime, very sleepy class of 30 pupils made it onto the
plalfonn and were collected by their exchange par
e n t s .

The idea for a class exchange of this length (6-8
weeks) came to me through my own experience of
spending the summer temi of Class 12 in the Freie
Waldorfschulc Slultgarl. I was made very warmly
welcome and fell quickly at one with my new class,
but for six weeks said nothing more than "Ja" or
"nein** in the family. The language barrier was even
tually surmounted and convcrsalion. pent up ques
tions and explanations flowed freely with a laugh at
the misunderstandings engendered through trying to
be polite, out oftwodilTcrent traditions (e.g. hands on
the table/hands iiiulcrthc tabic at meal limes!).

But surely it would be possible to prepare children at
a younger age. so that they could derive greater bene
fit from an individual exchange later, around the age of
16-18. And so. since 1963. Class 8 exchanges have
taken place practically every year between the Rudolf
Sieiner School of Edinburgh and schools in various
parts of Germany. Switzerland. Austria and France.
Long before the Common Market was a gleam in
politicians" eyes, a good basis was being laid for these
pupils to develop •adaptability, nexibiliiy. mobility";
well-known currcni EC objectives. A question for

many was whether or not Class 8 (13/14-year-olds)
was too young an age for an undertaking of this dura
tion. but thoughts about the advantages were well
b o r n e o m :

* the pupils still absorbed much of their environ
ment naturally;

* they had fewer inhibitions about speaking the for
eign language (many can converse freely, if not
accurately, in the language by the end of the
exchangeorat least understand well what isbeing
said);

* they had the courage for this adventure, backed
by the security of tlieir classmates and by their
class teacher still being with them.

At this stage in liieirdevelopmenl there is an awaken
ing impulse to form new connections and a yearning
for a bit more independence—and connections arc
indeed made and friendships set up between families
have often lasted for years. And the young teenagers
find themselves in situations where, in the main, they
take themselves in hand and put their best fool for
ward (if you'll excuse the metaphor mix)—opportu
nities that do not present themselves so readily in the
home environment. So there i.s a taste of a bit of inde

pendence. but in a guided situation; and parents have
often expressed their feelings that it has helped the
youngsters in the step from the authority of the class
teacher in the Lower School to the more independent
approach in the Upper School.

Leaving aside the fact that most of the pupils will
have had foreign language lessons for many years (at
least from the age of six in Rudolf Stelncr Schools),
the practical preparations usually start well in
advance. As cltiss exchanges in Edinburgh are made
in the summer term of Class 8. the exchange teachers
visit all the homes of each other's classes even as early
as the previous summer. (Yes. it is possible to make 33
or so home visits in the space of a few days!) Then
conies the consideration: into which exchange home
does each child fit best? We ha\e always t'ound that
this process took lime and the success of the venture
depended to a large extent on the care taken in placing
the children. Many parents have said: "Thank you for
the child you gave us—I Icli it really worked; but it
might not have done with one of the others."
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Sometimes there were not many direct "swaps'
between two ramilles. but this had the advantage that
a pupil had a connection with two families in the
country he or she was visiting—the one where they
had been placed and the one of the exchange pupil
who was in their home.

Ofcourse. there arc nearly always a few pupils with
specific requirements—diets, allergies, medication,
specific religious commitments or maybe even a
behavioural difficulty; but miraculously there always
seemed to have been an exchange parent who could
offer the necessary care and support. There is the
opportunity, loo. for youngsters to experience a very
different family situation. For instance, the eldest of a
family of seven siblings enjoyed theopportunilytobe
an "only'for a while; and an only child, nervous about
being away from his parents, was placed in a family
of six children with so much going on that there was
no lime to be homesick.

When the home placements are settled—often not
till after Christmas—the pupils start corresponding
with their exchange families. Financial matters will
already have been looked at. The main cost is the trav
el fare, plus money for some excursions and some
spending money—all together very reasonable for an
eight-week trip abroad; but even this mounts up these
days and there will have been careful saving in

Class 7. extra money earned and some fund-raising
activities for the class kitty, to help ensure that every
one can participate in the exchange. Pocket money—
often a' problem becau.se of its social
significance—has been tackled in a variety of ways
and can take up more discussion time in the prepara
tory parents' evenings than more fundamental issues.

The journey itself is very much part of the adven
ture and we have always felt that surface travel is
preferable, providing .so much more for the young
sters to see and to experience what is new and differ
e n t .

Long delays, missed connections, lost luggage—it
has all happened; but such things worry the pupils far
less than the adults! Sometimes there is compensat
ing entertainment. At Dover we once had to wait for
the registered luggage which had been sent home
from Germany in advance and now had to be brought
up from the hold and cleared by customs. Some filled
the waiting time by closely observing the customs
officers, trying to determine how they "randomly'
.selected passengers and their luggage for further
investigation. We watched with some fa.scination
while a gentleman had to empty his briefcase, his
wash-bag. even his rolled umbrella ... of miniature
liqueur bottles!

On anoiheroccasion. when SNCFhad given uptry-

A colldfic Duuk'front varioits imiicrials in handwork h'ssons diirin,ti a Dutch class \s c.xchanfic visit to the
liirseck Rudolf Sieiner School in Aesch. Switzerland (ahove). The wide interest in Waldorf education in Japan
has resulted in visits to the West oj students front Japatiese education colleges, as well as the attendance of

Japanese pupils at Waldorf schools in the UK and elsewhere—their culture (opposite and on paftes J J and 34)
suifaciitfi in their vigorous Upper School artwork.

ing to reserve seats on a hopelessly late boat-train
from Paris to Le Havre, strained relations with frus
trated French passengers who had also had to battle
for seats were wonderfully repaired when the class
broke spontaneously into singing Beethoven's
Creation's Hymn' and other songs from their

favourite repertoire.
Vital to the success of the whole venture is the sup

port of the staff of the exchange school; and much
praise is due to the dedicated assistance of the teach
ers in the various schools who were specially
assigned to help the visiting class and their class
teacher. Once arrived, we usually slot into the
exchange class timetable, except that we have kept on
with the main-lesson schedule in English, forthe first
two hours or so of the morning. After the morning
break, the class has most of its subject lessons—
music, crafts, eurythmy. gymnastics and maybe art
too—in the foreign language, from the teachers of the
exchange school. It isquite a tough assignment forthe
subject teachers to lake on a cla.ss from abroad for 6-
^ weeks, but the class teacher is prepared to accom
pany all lessons if required and craft teachers have
proved to be very creative in choosing work that can
be completed in the relatively short time. Extra les
ions in the foreign language the class is living in. are
a great help in smoothing the way for easiercommu-
nication and orientation both spatially and culturally.
The daily route to school each day takes a little lime
to master—often there are younger siblings in the
exchange family only too keen to help, chattering

happily on the way—and on airival at school there are
all the funny anecdotes of misunderstandings to be
shared and laughed over with class-mates.

One little lass told the story against herself that she
hud thought she knew at which station to get olTthe
local train in France in the mornings; ""The one that
r e a d s : S o r t i e . "

Experiencing a different rhythm to the day Is quite
something—an earlier start to the school day in
Gemiany. plus the effect of all the new impressions
raining in, meant that a reasonable bed-lime hour was
not only desirable but an ab.solute necessity. In
France, keeping awake for an evening meal that
sometimes didn't start till 9 p.m. in some families
could be quite a problem, while for pupils visiting
Scotland, it is difficult to get to sleep with the
evenings being light till 10.30 p.m.

Sight-seeing trips may have to be rationed, or the
whole 6-8 weeks can feel like one big holiday. At this
age many youngsters are not yet very interested in
architecture, but visits to ship-building yards, the lire-
station and glass-works pro\cd very successful for
those visiting Edinburgh. The exchange parents often
help each other by taking 2 or 3 pupils at a lime on an
outing at the weekends; and for this length of
exchange wc found it vei7 good practice to go for a
week to a youth hostel or the like—usually at
Whitsun. It gives the exchange parents a little break,
the pupils can relax a little and they return "home'to a
warm welcome in their exchange families, experi
encing more of the relation.ship that is forminc.
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Homesickness does of course occur, mostly in the
coupic of weeks, and it is wonderful to see how

the pupils support one unoliier. I remember on that
first exchange being very concerned about one girl
and asking some of herclass-mates how they fell she
was doing. "Don't worry. Miss Noakes;" came the
reply, "you've got enough on your plate: we're look
ing after her!" In the event, we did move her to anoth
er home and that is sometimes necessary in spiteof all
the careful preparation, but again, wonderfully,
someone steps forward to offer their help.

The greatest homesickness actually seems to occur
over food—when it's not "just like Mummy makes it',
so that part of the preparation could helpfully involve
introducingchildren todifferenttypesoffood beyond
the usual home favourites. Pupils of a phlegmatic
temperament, however, do not suffer so much in this
way and consequently are more likely to return home
somewhat heavier!

Who hasn't experienced the dilTiculties of han
dling a foreign currency, and trying to relate it to the
values back home?The pupils need to be prepared for
this. The plethora of new impressions, and the glitter
and seduction of different (often "better') goods on
display can provide an initial 'less than real' experi
ence and a topsyturvying of values. It is well to advise
caution in spending until the pupils have acquired a
better idea of costs and are able to exercise more dis
crimination with iheirpurchases.

It is quite hard for the teachers to keep the school
work going and requires good effoit by the pupils to
do likewise in the new surroundings.

Usually they are asked to complete a special proj
ect on some aspect of the country they arc visiting and
also an illustrated diary of their exchange. The play
they will probably have worked on in Class 8 is often
performed, in whole or in part, in the exchange
school: and it is most interesting to see the attention,
provided they have been appraised of the stoiy in
advance, with which the pupils watch the English per
formance. As the lime to return draws near, classes

usually arrange a party/concert as a thank you to their
exchange parents, with music, recitation, skits and
dancing. One class was very pleased to have achieved
with their French "parents' in a matter of minutes a
smooth-running .Scottish country dance (The
Ddshin.ii While Serf^eani) out of an initial, hilarious
chaos!

Departure for home is a time of very mixed feel
ings—excitement and readiness to retum home and
share all thai has been experienced, hut tilso real sad
ness at parting, so the scene at the station is often a
teartulone.The first part ofihe return journey is rather
muted, in contrasi i«) the original departure from

Edinburgh. But spirits revive, gifts arc opened, pur
chases compared and yet more anecdotes related.
Soon the Fong journey Is over: tired, soul-fillcd to
overllowing. they are happy to be home again.

The farewell party to the class teacher at the vcr>'
end of Class 8 is also likely to include skits on the
funny mishaps, on the cultural contrasts (often in eat
ing habits) and possibly on some pranks that may
have gone unnoticed.

It needs hardly be said that one must guard against
the "for granted'attitude that can easily arise through
traditions becoming established. Every exchange,
while benefiting from previous experience, must still
be worked at afresh. When, after years of exchanging
Class 8 with .schools in Germany and Austria, an
exchange with France was mooted, parents and
pupils needed some encouragement to pioneer this
step. "We'd always talked about 'when we go to
Germany like other Class 8s.'" So changing the
course to France was a step into the unknown, but"—
it worked!" was the verdict in the farewell speech to
the class teacher.

The whole experience is as much a challenge for
the parents as for the pupils, but they work hard, and
willingly, for their exchange 'offspring', knowing
thattheirown will be equally well looked after in their
exchange homes. Later they share their impressions
and expciiisc with the parents of the next class to go
abroad. As for the class teacher, well, he/she returns
home without doubt wiser, possibly feeling some
what older and with the invaluable experience of
working together with colleagues in another school.

For the pupils there is first of all the realisation of
what they have been planning and preparing for
months. To begin with the excitement and interest
overall the things that tu-c diiTercnt—landscape, cus
toms. food, language, family life, manners and
music—but after a couple of weeks, life becomes
more earnest as they essay to come to terms with the
reality of living in a different country. A certain flexi
bility is engendered in the area where our habits
become tooeasily set. and living in a foreign language
for a certain time helps to keep open an ear. not only
for the music of that language but for the music of
another human soul—an important basis for real
commtiiiicalion. Foreign language examiners, too.
have cxpre.ssed appreciation of the ease and readiness
of candidates who have taken .State examinations to
communicate in the oral exams.

Through ups and downs we reach a different level
of relationships and begin to experience not only the
different folk soul but also what, at a deeper level,
unites all human beings.

Eurythmy in Japan
by WILLY WOLDIJK

F r o m t h e m i d d l e o f

Septembcrto the middle
of November (1982) I
was in Japan. The invita
tion by Professor and
Mrs Takahashi came via
the Eurythmacum in
Stuttgart.

The religious back
ground in Japan is the
Shinto religion, which is
mainly a form of nature
worship. Its myths and
legends remind one
s o m e t i m e s o f t h e

Greeks. Later. Shinto
was and is influenced by
Confuc ian ism.
B u d d h i s m a n d a l s o
Ta o i s m .

In his book Yei lieina
Someone Other Laurens
van der Post, the author
with a spirittial insight
into the Japanese soul,
writes: "|I came to
realise] much about the
Japanese altitude to reli
gion and how naturally
religious a people Ihey
are. but religious with
out any marked attach
m e n t t o d o c t r i n e o r

dogma and with an
instinctive predisposi
t i o n t o fi n d c o m m o n

ground in all sincerely
held religious beliefs."
With this background
o n e c a n u n d e r s t a n d t h a t

Japan has a fertile soil
for anthroposophy and
Waldorf education and is open for Christianity as
well. However. I was amazed at the number of people,
many young ones, who are aware of and seriously
study anthroposophy. That Waldorf education is
widely known in Japan was firstly through a book by
Mrs Michiko Koyasu. who wrote about the life of her

See caption on p(ii>e

tiaughter in the Munich Waldorf .School. This book
became a best sellei'. Secondly through the translation
into Japane.se by Mrs Takahashi of Elisabeth von
Grunelius" book about the Kindergarten. Alsti
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Education Towards Freedom has been iransialed into

Japanese by Professor and MrsTakahashi.
My task was giving lalks about the Waldorf cur

riculum in connection with the four temperaments,
and doing eurythmy accordingly. Also teaching
eurythmy in several Kindergartens. My Itinerary
allowed me to travel widely in Japan: this included
two six-week courses in Yokohama in the Asahi
Cultural Centre, one about the Waldorf curriculum
and another emphasising the temperaments, both
with eurythmy: and a Saturday afternoon in Osaka,
again with eurythmy. Then in Matsue. in the
University of Shimome. I gave a talk about the cur
riculum. also followed by eurythmy, tostudents of the
Music Department. The part music plays in the
Waldorf school is of great interest to the Japanese.
One reali.ses that Waldorf education is imbued with
m u s i c .

One of the greatest unexpected adventures (and
how 'unexpected' many situations were!) was my
talk in a college for female education students in
Hiroshima. It was founded by Professor Utsumi, a
retired professor of the University of Hiroshima, who
became interested in Waldorf education through an
anthroposophical friend. Professor Wahao. who is
Professor of Education at the University. I spoke to
the two hundred female college students about
Waldorf education, taught eurythmy to thirty
Japanese children aged five and six. the students
watching it. and later on. gave eurythmy to thc.se two
hundred students in an enormous hall. Two circles of
one hundred students each learned the development
of rhythm in eurythmy. from easy exercises to more
complicated music in Classes I -4.1 spoke to teachers
and parents in several Kindergartens. Nesu (one
Kindergarten and a day care centre). Kamahura.
Yokohama. Tokyo. Kyoto. Nagaya: and taught the
5/6-year-old children eurythmy.

In this connection I would like to mention one

Kindergarten in particular. Mrs Goto is in charge of

the Kindergarten in Nagaya. She is an anthro-
posophisi with great enthusiasm and a warm heart.
She has transformed her Kindergarten so that it is a
nearly complete Waldorf Kindergarten. Mrs Goto is
allowed by the authorities to have groups with mixed
ages and it was a revelation to me to teach a group of
children from 3-6 years old. Needless to say. the par
ents and teachers would like to follow up the
Kindergarten with a Waldorf school. Kyoto is not
very far from Nagaya. and in Kyoto an anthropo
sophical friend. Mrs Yushida is also in charge of a
Kindergarten.

A real request for founding a Waldorf school came
from teachers and parents around Kamahura and
Yokohama. Several young Japanese people have
already trained or arc cuirently training in (3eniiany.
the USA and the UK. It would be a good, positive and
healthy development if these world-wide inipul.ses
found sufficient support to help such initiatives
realise their hopes.

Wiily \\/oidijk (1918-2001) uuv a Duich-horn
Waldorf teacher, who tauf>ht many years in Eniilish
Waldorf schools. Like many Waldorf teachers both in
the past and at the pre.seni time, .she found Enfiland
conducive to her work and made it her home. She
retired in the early 1970s: from which lime her coun-
.sellin}i and advisory e.xploits be^an. She travelled
intrepidly thnnif^h many countries fmm Japan in the
ea.stto Hawaii in the ue.vf. Unlike mo.st of the authors
included here, she was not a writer. Reading this brief
report of one of her visits to Japan, originally pub
lished in 1983, may .seem rather matter-of-fact.
Hearing her talk about the .same visit—and her
enthusia.sm could bubble ec/ually at an anthropo
sophical gathering or in a queue at the local post
office!—gave a ve/y different impression: one of joy,
verve, aplomb, challenge, inspiration and mission
accomplished.

Geography of Europe
A study in Contrasts with ]2-year-olds

by MARGARET SHILLAN

In the plant main-lesson with 11-year-olds we had
looked at the vegetation all the way up a mountain,
from the luxuriant growth near the fool to the gradu
ally decreasing size of the trees, till finally above the
tree line there were only mosses and lichens. We had
compared this to the two halves oftheearth. being like
two mountains with their bases at the equator and
their peaks at the North and South Poles. We had then
seen how the vegetation of the countries of the world
was very like those mountains.

Now as 12-year-olds we could really link this in
with our imaginary travelling across Europe, country
by country, and. by bringing out the contrasts in the
whole of Europe, catch something of the mood and
essence of each place.

We started looking at the form of Europe and how
it has been sculpted by the oceans. We coloured in
blue the waters of Europe as a free-hand, sweeping
drawing, and saw what was left—the shape of the
land, with great peninsulars jutting out on the west
and huge land masses on the east. We also painted it
in yellow and blue, and then let the green arise from
the meeting of these two colours where the land was
fertile, and we added orange where the mountain
ranges were.

Having got the feeling of Europe as a whole, we
s t a r t e d t o l o o k a t i n d i v i d u a l c o u n t r i e s . We H e w d o w n
over Switzerland ontooneof the peaks ofthe Alps and
saw how there were mountains everywhere, no sea.
but the sources of some of the great rivers in Europe.
We followed the rivers and found the countries bor

dering Switzerland. Stories of avalanches, of farming
l i fe in the mounta ins, and of course the hero ic
William Tell, all gave the mood of Switzerland. One
child wrote: "The Swiss are expensive people." giv
ing perhaps another aspect of the country!

Kaleva la chant
Then we went to a country that is a real contrast to
Switzerland, a country that has no mountains at all.
but lots and lots of water—Finland. From the thou
sands of lakes and rivers, and the thousands of islands
surrounded by sea we thought of all the moods water
can have, and from the class came many suggestions
of words, so that we wrote poems using all these

words, and built up a rich imager)'. Then the children
captured something of the mood of this still unspoilt,
lonely country right up to the wilds of Lapland v\'here
the Lapps still live in tents. It was quite hard for them
to imagine how it must be when it is completely dark
for several weeks in winter, when the sea and all the
lakes are solid ice. or at midsummer at the lime of the

midnight sun. when the sun stays up all night. We
sang the chant ofthe Kalevala. that wonderful, rhyth
mic epic of Finland, and also 'From Lucerne to
Weggis' a Swiss yodelling song, and the Volga boat
song for Russia.

From a quiet, peaceful coimtiy we went as a con
trast to a ver)' noisy country, where the people are full
of life, action and talk—Italy. We di.scussed how peo
ple in different parts ofthe world behave in quite dif
ferent ways, especially in northern and southern
countries. It was a good opportunity for some
impromptu acting. We had one group in a restaurant
in England having a 'nice' tea party full of polite con
versation. and another showing a family outing in
Italy, where an emotional drama comes as naturally
as a plate of spaghetti! In these scenes quite unex
pected children suddenly shone.

From the icy lands of Finland we looked at the fire
of Italy and went right up to the crater of Vesuvius.

Class 6 main-le.sson artwork which accompanied
the original article—al.so on page 36 above.
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peered into the volcano, and imagined how it poured
its boiling lava overPompei.

Now there is a very small island in Europe that has
both ice and fire—and that is Iceland where you can
find all the contrasts. The children wrote about an
imaginary walk across Iceland and described how it
would be to watch a geyser erupting. Some wrote
exciting stories imagining they were the Vikings
approaching Iceland for the first lime across the
North Sea. and seeing that great rocky archway or
gateway to the island.

We then saw how west coasts seem to be full of
islands and inlets, and this is especially so with

Commsisiu geography: Upper School 16/! 7-year-
olds (here and opposite) reaping the harvest of how
the world has heen introduced to them in the Lower
School, a han-est brought to full ripene.ss through
Upper School an lesson.w
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Norway, where the Ijords run right into the land and
the rock rises sheer on either side. We imagined going
right up one of tho.se Ijords in a little boat and seeing
the pine forests everywhere, and perhaps an eagle
o v e r h e a d .

Which country has very few forests and is hot and
high and treeless? Spain—the plateau, where the hot
dry winds sweep across the land. The Moorish pat
terns on the walls of the Athambra were wonderful

examples for form drawings, and the question of why
the Spanish have bullfights provoked a good class
d i . s c u s s i o n .

From a high country to a low country, and perhaps
the story of the boy who held the sea back by putting
his linger in the hole in the dyke gives the picture for
the Netherlands. From a small country to a vast coun
try. We really tried to imagine the size ofRussia. from
the size of Peter the Great's books to the numbers of
races and variety of people that live in this great
steppe land.

At the end of the main-les.son we spent three days
making a model of Europe as a giant jig-saw puzzle.
From a large wall map with a grid over it. the class,
divided into four groups according to temperament,
copied free-hand the four quarters. We cleared the
desks away and all worked on the floor. We then trans
ferred it to cardboard and with the help of a scale built
up the mountain ranges in plasticine. It was then real
ly clear to the group with Russia how enormous it
w a s !

At this age the children's interest is observably
turning outwcicds towards the world and two on-going
activities grew out of this main-lesson. First, the start
ing of a stamp club, which gradually interested more
and more children in the class with how much you can
learn about a country from tho.se little miniature pic
tures. and many of the children now have wonderful
collections. Second, we wrote to many of the other
Waldorf schools in Europe, each child writing one let
ter. It was marvellous how many other countries
responded. They sent drawings or descriptions of
their schools or countries, and now many in the class
have pen-friends with whom they are in regular cor
respondence.



Waldorf Beyond 'Sleepy
Sectarianism'
Bridge-building towards 'holistic' education: a review article
by RICHARD HOUSE

Tobin Hart, From Information to Transformation: Education for the Evolution of Consciousness, Peter Lang,
New York, 2001,196pp, ISBN 0-8204-5131-2, "Counterpoints" Series No. 162

Stephen Sterling, Sustainable Education: Re-Visioning Learning and Change, Green Books, Totnes, Devon,
for The Schumacher Society, 2001; Schumacher Briefing # 6, ISBN 1870098 99 4,96pp, price £5AJS$10.95

In the millennial anthology, The Future Is Now,' learning; knowledge brings an economy of interac-
Jesaiah Ben-Aharon, among others, explicitly argues tion; intelligence gives power, precision, and critical
that anthroposophists should be prepared to forge reflection to our enterprise; opens the
alliances with friends outside the movement (p. 56); heart; and vv;\yr/om balances heart and head, leading us
and in 1919, Rudolf Steiner said something similar, to insight and right action. Transformation culmi-
when he warned that 'The time is over when we could nates and animates this opening as it endows us with
allow ourselves... sleepy sectarianism'—30/11/19, the force of creation and communion' (p. 172,
quoted in ibid., p. 156). In Waldorf education there emphases added). He thus offers readers 'a map of the
have in recent years been growing signs of a move- depths of knowing and learning' (p. 2) that encom-
ment increasingly willing to relinquish its 'splendid passes these (italicized) six interrelated layers. His
isolation', and to engage more fully both with what essential charge—familiar, no doubt, to readers of
the Alliance for Childhood's Sally Jenkinson has this journal...is that educational environments in a
called our'company of friends'within 'holistic'edu- culture dominated by materialism and 'modernity'
cation, and—perhaps more controversially—with are predominantly rooted in the most superficial level
those possessing educational philosophies very dif- of learning—an instrumental and utilitarian world-
ferent from our own. In what follows I want to add to view that privileges 'information' at the expense of
this encouraging 'trend towards engagement' by more profound levels of human learning and experi-
reviewing at some length two recent books which ence. In contrast. Hart argues for an education that
barely mention Steiner or Waldorf education, yet 'balances intuition with the intellect and mastery with
which are advocating an educational message which mystery, and cultivates wisdom over the mere accu-
has a great deal in common with the philosophy and mulationoffacts'(ibid.). The book draws upon a wide
praxis of Waldorf education. range of thinking from fields spanning pedagogy,

philosophy, art, consciousness studies, transpersonal
From Information toTVansformation... psychology and the wisdom traditions—invoking
Inhisnewhook, From Information toTransfonnation sources as diverse as Assagioli, Bohm, Emerson,
(hereafter, FITT), Tobin Hart, Associate Professor of Heidegger, Hillman, Krishnamurti, Whitehead and
Psychology at the State University of West Georgia, Wilber—to name but eight!... Unsurprising, then,
brings an acute depth-psychological and wise sensi- that, in Hart's own words, FITT offers a view of edu-
bility to his ambitious task—that of developing a cation geared to'the explicit development of human
frameworkforadeepunderstandingofeducationand consciousness, character, and culture' (p. 6).
learning, and how, as a matter of evolutionary imper- Hart devotes a chapter to each of the levels of leam-
ative, they must evolve beyond the soulless modemi- ing he identifies—negotiating in the process an evo-
ty that currently dominates Western mass educational lutionary path (both collective and individual) from
s y s t e m s . ' i n f o r m a t i o n ' i n C h a p t e r 2 t o ' t r a n s f o r m a t i o n ' i n♦ Hart's final paragraph succinctly encapsulates his Chapter 7. FITT attempts to locate education within
framework: "information serves as currency for an 'evolution of human consciousness' perspective.

with Hart negotiating a path from a soulless utilitari- as well as ourselves" (p. 153). And Hart quotes Carl
anism towards an explicitly spiritual conception of Jung in ways that show that Jung and Steiner certain-
learning and human potential development. 1 found ly held at least some views in common, notwitli-
much in this book that cohered directly with Steiner standing Jung's contemptuous dismissal of
Waldorf theory and praxis—which merely confirms anthroposophy as revealed in hiscollected letters:̂ for
once again that Rudolf Steiner himself was tapping Jung, 'An understanding heart is everything in a
into a universal perennial wisdom in his educational teacher... warmth is the vital element... for the soul
indications bequeathed to us nearly a century ago. ofthe child'(quoted on p. 101); and a bit later, 'Please

As for Steiner, for Hart,'The person tends to unfold remember, it is what you are that heals [and edu-
in a sequence, not a rigid or simply linear one, but one cates— T̂H], not what you know" (quoted on p. 121,
in which new capabilities build on and integrate pre- Jung's emphasis).
vious ones' (p. 33). Moreover, for Hart, 'when we At a numberofpoints we find Hart echoing central
teach through story rather than 'discrete dead facts', precepts of Steinerian educational philosophy: for
learning comes to life (p. 44): 'The tendency toward example, when he states that 'the most important ele-
reductionistic thinking and discrete information flat- ment for cultivating intuition in students is for the
tens stories into component parts. But stories re- teachertoexplore and develop it in himself or herself
member parts into patterned wholes' (p. 45). (p. 76); when he stresses the centrality of play and

Co/w/u/zi/tv is a central feature of Hart's education- story in healthy holistic learning (pp. 129 and 44-5
al vision: for it both serves the learning process, and respectively); when he argues that 'growing up' is
is its own lesson (p. 51). Thus, when 'community' is a actually better described as 'growing down' (p. 129);
central defining feature of the educational environ- when he explicitly advocates 'the living example of
ment, it becomes largely unnecessary to coerce chil- biographies'as a pedagogical device (p. 142); inargu-
dren into conformity by demanding obedience to ing that 'A teacher begins to shift to a more multiper-
authority (p. 52)—for the joy of the learning experi- spectival awareness simply by genuinely honoring
ence alone will normally be sufficient to 'carry' the and understanding the uniqueness of each child...'
c l a s s . ( p . 1 7 0 ) ; a n d t h a t t e a c h i n g o r e n a b l i n g ' t r a n s f o r m a -

Hart highlights several aspects of philosopher tion''primarily becomes a way of Being'(p. 171).
Alfred North Whitehead's educational doctrine in a And he approvingly quotes Parker Palmer in arguing
way that echoes some of Steiner's most central that'The spiritual is always present in... education
insights: thus, 'freedom in the presence of knowl- whether we acknowledge it or not. Spiritual ques-
edge' (Whitehead) enables insight and discovery (p. tions, rightly understood, are embedded in every dis-
56); and Hart quotes Whitehead's view that the uti- cipline—[it] is not something that needs to be brought
lization of knowledge isquintessentially o/j a;7(quot- into or added onto the curriculum' (quoted on p. 171).
ed on p. 64). I was reminded of the excellent and From Information to Transformation brims over
seemingly little known book by Donald Oliver,' with wisdom and mature spiritual and psychological
Education, Modernity, and Fractured Meaning, in insight—dissecting the pemicious machinations of
which Oliver draws extensively upon the ideas of modernity, and setting out the kinds of consciousness
Whitehead and Owen Barfield to develop his moder- shifts our species will have to make individually and
nity-transcending 'process theory' of learning. collectively if we are to fashion a truly emancipatory
'Modernity' (or 'materialism') and its associated approach to our children's education. In a just world
educational practices are indeed a chief target for a book such as this would at some point surely
Hart,' who approvingly quotes William James that become an educational classic-if only in 'the history
'materialism and objectivism' tend to lead us to see of educational ideas' as being 'ahead of its time'. And
the world as alien (p. 92); andAbrahamHeschel, that in this. Hart would be joining a number of other
'We teach the children how to measure, how to weigh. visionary educational writers—not least Rudolf
We fail to teach them how to revere, how to sense Steiner-whose enlightened, 'transmodem' visions
wonderand awe'(quoted on p. 95)-not that they need for child education and learning have, alas, yet to
to be formally 'taught' these experiential qualities, of become anything approaching a cultural norm,
c o u r s e ! . . .

Above all, for Hart 'The most important capacity in
a teacher may be his or her willingness and effort to Sustainable Education...
understand and meet the student' (p. 101); for by In the Foreword to Stephen Sterling's recent book
nourishingtheirowngrowth,teachers '[setjawaveof Sustainable Education, Professor David Orr writes
transformation in motion that will affect our students that 'Most education simply reinforces practices and
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palhologies iliat cannol and .should not be sustained
over the long term... We must take education back
from those who intend it to be centralized, homoge
nized. standardized, technologized. and industrial
ized" (p. 8).That often over-used descriptor "ahead of
its time' is al.so eminently applicable to Su.slaincihle
Ecliicaiion—for the kind of educational experience
outlined in this book will surely become mainstream,
unexceptional thinking at some point in the future.

The book consists of five succinct chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces the new "sustainable education"
paradigm within the wider societal and global context
of education, examining its roles and nature in mate
rialistic culture, and the importance of moving
beyond the currently fashionable 'environmental
education' movement. Chapter 2 explores a number
of polarities—including those between "transmis-
sive" and "transformative" education; between educa
tion in change and for change; and between
mechanistic and ecological perspectives. Chapter 3
reviews the basis for a more ecological educational
culture, looking at the power of "pimidigms' or
"worldviews' for alTecling educational theory, prac
tice and policy. Chapier4 presents actual case-studies
and existing models which may well serve as precur
sors to, and harbingers of, the new "sustainable edu
cation" paradigm; and Chapter 5 sets out change
models, action points and above all a vision of sus
tainable education to inform discussion, design and
action at different levels of the education system.

What most impressed mc about this book was the
balance it achieves between critique of existing main
stream education with its fixation with technocratic
control, external direction and the relentless a,ssess-
mcnt of the low-trust 'sur\'eillance culture", and its

offering of a vi.sion of an alternative, post-materialist
'sustainability' paradigm which already has a num
ber of practical precursors worldwide (pp. 63-74). I

reproduce a few choice quotations which particularly
struck this reader, and which will no doubt resonate
with many a Waldorf teacher:

• Most mainstream education snsuiins i in.su.siain'

<;/z///0-through uncritically reproducing norms,
by fragmenting understanding.... by rewtirding
dependency and conformity, and by servicing the
consumerist machine (pp. 14-1.*5. original empha
sis);

• [We must put) heart, soul and spirit back into our
thinking and practice (p. 19);

• Education is not about realizing production but
realizing potential, not building competitive
league tables but building human and social
capacity(pp. 19-20);

• Education iuid learning need to be grounded in the
qualities of relationship rather than paiduci. but
this truth is lost in the present climate (p. 43);

• From the current situation of ovcrplanning, and
too much top-down control—which leads to rigid
ity and inability to respond to change—we need to
move low;uxls the "sustainable design" of educa
tion (p. 80);

• (Siigi>esiions for policymakers and leaders}:...

Forget controlling detail and instead, embrace
leadership that designs for and iiunures participa
tion. co-creation, healthy emergence, and self-
organization... Reform policy-making and
administration on a basis of trust, inclusivity and
subsidiarity, and evaluation on a basis of shared
and .supported self-evaluation. Say less, listen
more. Judge less, support more... Ease up! Create
space, time and a supportive atmosphere where
people feel enabled and secure enough to refiect.
think, and innovate... Resist increasing corporate
influence on educational policy and priorities (pp.
82-6 pa.ssini):

Back Numbers of 'Steiner Education" and (as formerly) 'Child and Man"
Price £2.00 (posi free in ihe UK) from the Secrefary. Steiner Education, The Sprig, Ashdown Road.
Fores t Row, RHIH5BN.

Vol. 35 No.2 Education as Healer
Vol. 35 No. 1 Learning from the Environment
Vol. 34 No.2 Caring for Childhood
Vol. 34 No. 1 Facing the Future
Vol. 33 No.2 Colour Stories
Vol. 33 No. I Colour

Vol. 32 No,2 Literacy
Vol. 32 No. 1 Movement

Vol.31 No.I Imagination
Vol. 29 No. 1 Gender
Vol. 27 No. 1 Festivals
Vol. 26 No.2 Europe
Vol. 26 No. 1 Money
Vol. 24 No.2 Teeth
Vo l . 2 3 N o . 2 T \ v e l v e f o l d n e s s

Vol. 22 No.2 Non-Denoniinalional Rcliaion

The January 2002 Issue; Vol. 36 No. 1 is still available to new subscribers.

For Subscriptions see page 1
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• And finally (echoing Tobin Hart): We have a par
allel and related challenge, to shift from 'informa
tion education' to 'wisdom education'. Time is
short, and we need to summon all our existing wis
dom to choose and enact this change (p. 88).

A key point occurs on page 63, where Sterling
refers to the 'precursors' of this nascent but growing
global movement. He writes: 'Sustainable education
is not emerging from a vacuum, but is a potential con
fluence of many streams of thinking and practice.
Some of these influences can be traced a long way
back in educational history... The contributions of

figures such as Montessori, Steiner, Dewey,
Rogers, and Freire need to be acknowledged. The
confluence has not yet quite happened, but it may...
perhaps under the label of "sustainable education", or
perhaps under something else not yet articulated.
Whatever may happen, there is a changing mood
towards a more integrative conception of education'
(emphasis added).

What Sterling seems to be advocating is that the
wide range of 'holistic' educational movements and
tendencies world-wide start working together, and
finding a way to achieve a unified and consensually
arrived-at educational vision which will ultimately
become impossible for policy-makers to ignore or to
resist. Sterling's book could very well form the basis
of a 'manifesto' for such a global initiative. A start
might be for a global 'working/networking confer
ence' to be convened with representatives of all the
world's major 'holistic education' initiatives—large
and small—with a remit to begin the process of fash
ioning a shared vision and praxis for sustainable edu
cation. Any such arrangement would need to fashion
organizational processes consistent with the values of
'sustainable education'—for example, consensual
rather than hierarchical forms of decision-making,
and so on. For as Gandhi said (quoted by Sterling),
'We have to be the change we want to see'.

At just £5 (US$10.95), Sustainable Education is
eminently affordable, which puts it within the reach
of many a group or individual; and it is also eminent
ly readable—a couple of hours reading time at most.
I unreservedly recommend this book to all those who
are working towards finding a better way that lies
beyond crass materialism and environmentally
unsustainable consumerism—indeed, to all those
sympathetic to the post-materialistic vision offered in
this timely book.

C o n c l u s i o n

Perhaps the time is coming when those who work
within Waldorf education may begin to form informal

or even formal alliances with those of l ike minds
within the global holistic education movement (small
schools and Human Scale Education, home and 'eco
logical' educators, Montessori, the 'free schools' etc.)
— mutually advantageous alliances which, perhaps,
might enable us all to deepen our educational philos
ophy in the face of what is arguably an increasingly
alienating mainstream-educational world. Readers
with internet access, for example, might like to visit
the US Holistic Education Press web site (at
http.7/www.great-ideas.org), to acquaint themselves
with the exciting ideas that are coming out of the
holistic education movement in the USA (among
which Waldorf education is clearly and rightfully
included).

As I hope I have shown, Tobin Hart and Stephen
Sterling certainly have a lot to say that chimes very
closely with the foundational principles and practice
of Waldorf education; and for the sake of the children
unrelentingly exposed to the arid utilitarianism of
much 'modernising' mainstream education, it per
haps behoves us all to look to build alliances with
those with whom we have so much in common, and
with whom there might be untold opportunities to
advance the values to which we all so passionately
a d h e r e .

N o t e s
1. ed.S.Gulbekian, Temple Lodge, London, 1999.
2. Donald Oliver, Education, Modernity, and Fractured
Meaning: Toward a Process Theory of Teaching and Learning
(State University of New York Press, Albany. 1991).
3. For a detailed discussion see 'Education beyond modernity'
in R. House (forthcoming). Education in the Death Throes of
Modernity (Edacation Now Books, Nottingham).
4. G. Adier (ed.), C.G. Jung Letters. Volumes 1 and 2.
Routledge & Kegan Paul, London. 1973-4.

Richard House, MA (Oxon), Ph.D., is a professional
NHS counsellor, a publishing editor, an early years
Steiner Waldorf teacher, and an academic writer, liv
ing in Norwich, UK. With Peter Davies, Dr House co-
founded the 'W.A.S.T.E.' (Welfare Action for
Sur\>iving Teachers and Ex-teachers) web site in the
sutnmer of 2001. Address for e-correspondence:
richardahouse @ hotmail. com

C o n t r i b u t o r s

Juliet Compton-Burnett (1893-1984) known to her friends as "Miss Judy' (sic), moved from a musical career to study eurythmy
at the Goeiheanum during Rudolf Steiner's lifetime there. Having graduated, she and her elder sister, who had done likewise,
returned to London to found the Goethean School of Eurythmy, but were approached to teach a class at a school in Kings Langley
where the principal. Miss Cross, had become enthusiastic to put into practice Rudolf Steiner's educational ideas. The sisters—and
they remained lifelong companions, dedicated to both arts: eurythmy and education—tossed a coin to see which of them would
become the teacher. That destiny fell to the younger. Miss Judy's brief review is included here firstly as it appeared in the first issue
of the journal—then under the title Child and Man—and secondly as Shakespeare is arguably the major cultural influence that has
gone into the world at large from these islands.

Cecil Harwood (1898-1975) was one of the original teachers at the New School (now Michael Hall) which opened in London in
January 1925. He had only recently graduated from Oxford, and, on hearing Rudolf Steiner give the lecture course 'The Kingdom
of Childhood' in Torquay, decided to join the group of teachers who were to become the first Waldorf teachers in the English-speak
ing world. Initially this repre.sented a withdrawal from a literary career, but after having taken a class as a class teacher, he pro
ceeded to teach English and history in the Upper School. His travels as Chairman and General Secretary for the Anthropopshical
Society in Great Britain took him far and near, though he still remained connected at heart with education, his major book The
Recovery of Man in Childhood being of lasting value both to enquirers and to Waldorf teachers. He was founder of this journal
and remained connected with it for thirty years.

Francis Edmunds (1902-1989) is best known as Co-Founder and Principal of Emerson College, the international adult educa
tion college which .settled in the south of England. He became drawn to adult education after a long career as a Waldorf teacher.
His travels in the US A and in a few of the former British colonies. He had a special gift—among others, which were many-sided—
for enlivening the observation of his students/audiences in a truly Goetheanistic manner. This, coupled with his own exceptional
ly sensitive perception of his listeners, enabled him to tune into their psyche in an inspiring way, be it an individual in an interview
or—as here—a class.

Following a career in journalism, Norman Davidson became an Upper School teacher in England, giving courses in astronomy,
projective geometry, history and English. After 16 years he was appointed Director of Teacher Training at the Waldorf Institute.
Spring Valley, New York. He is the author of A.stronomy and the Imagination (Routledge) and Sky Phenomena (Floris), the latter
being an rich resource book for teachers who wish to present astronomy in a Goetheanistic way.

Alan Howard (1907-1996) was co-editor of this journal from 1954-1967. In that capacity he wrote many articles and comments which
Were notable for their pithy and perceptive .style. He achieved a fusion of basic anthroposophy and contemporary originality, .strongly
imbued by cohesive thought. He had met anthroposophy through Dr Heitlerat Bristol University, went into Waldorf teaching at Michael
House School in the industrial Midlands, and then took his vast experience over to Canada. The Alan Howard Steiner School in Toronto
is a tribute to his achievements.

The present article reveals tho.se traits in his character whose outer manifestation was described in recollections by a former col
league, "dark eyes often twinkling with amusement, or quickly flashing fire, or deep in thoughtfulness."

Before becoming Director of Rudolf Steiner College in Fair Oaks, California, Rene Querido had had much experience as a teacher.
Although he tumed his hand to class teaching, his acclaim resulted principally from his language teaching.

The glimpse into his own biography which the .short passage in this article gives, indicates something of his cosmopolitan charac
ter. Moreover, his is not a mere dabbling in other cultures. Dr Querido has the enthusiasm and inner capacity to enter deeply into the
nuances of, and discover what lies at the roots of. other cultures, as his well-known book on the School of Chartres testifies.

After a long career as a class teacher, Shirley Noakes, while still retaining important links with the classroom in Edinburgh and
Glasgow, now works nationally as a member of the Steering Group of the Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship and in Teacher
Training. She is internationally valued as a long-standing member of the Hague Circle.

Margaret Shillan is a painter and teacher. She took a cla.ss through at Michael Hall and taught art in the Upper School. For the last
fifteen years she has worked with adults at Emerson College in the Education Course and other courses. Four years ago she started
the Visual Arts Course at Emerson College where she now teaches part-time, spending some parts of the year travelling and working
with initiatives in other parts of the world. Her strongest connection overseas is with India.

For biographical notes relating to Willy Woldijk & Richard House see pages 34 & 42 respectively.
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World List of Rudolf Steiner
Waldorf School Associations
The lull lisl of schools. Kindergartens and training courses is available from each Association, containing addresses and other
information for communication, such as phone, fax and e-mail where available. Swinvr Eiliiviiiion would be grateful to know of
any changes to the addres.ses appearing below so that such changes can be incorporated into future issues, in which case, please
inform the Secretary. We would also be grateful to know olThe founding of new Associations. The Secretary's address is on the
Inside Front Cover. Currently, there are some 800 schools and 1200 Kindergartens worldwide.
Information in countries not listed below may beoblained direct from the Pedagogical Section of the School of Spiritual Science.
Gocihcanum. CH-4I43 Dormach. Swii/crland. Countries at present listed as having Waldorf schools but no Association are:
Argentina. Brazil. Chile. Colombia. Croatia. Czech Republic. Ecuador. Egypt. Hungary. Israel. Japan. Kenya. Liechenstein.
Mexico. Peru. Poland. Piirtugal. Russia. Spain. Uruguarj'.
The monthly updated list of schools can bedownhtaded at; www.waldorfschufe.de/adressen/schulliste/pdf

Emerson College

AUSTRALIA A.ssociation of Rudolf Steiner Schools in
Australia. 21.1 Wonga Rtiad. Warranwood. Victoria.
Australia. .11.14.

.MiSrRI.A Osicrreichische Vereinigimg freier Bildungs-
stattcn auf anihroposophischer Crundlagc. Endresstrasse
l f )0 .A - i2 .1 ( )Wien .

BELGIUM Fedcrat ic van Rudolf Steinerscholen in
Vlaanderen. Kasteellaan.14. B-9(KK)Gent.
C.ANAD.AAs.sociation of Waldorf Schools of North America,
c/oDavidAisop..191 I BannisterRoad.FairOaks.CA95628.
U S A .

ONTARIO Waldorf School Association of Ontario. 9100
Bathursi Street. Thornhill. Ontario L4J 8C7. Canada.
DEN.MARK Sammenslatningen af Rudolf Steiner Skoler i
Denmark. Strandvejen 102. DK-800() Arluis.

7ttv; pitpils cu the Rudolf Sfeiiwr School Mhofiulhi
Nairohi. Rhoio: Jiulifh lirowu

ESTONIA Eesti Waldorlkoolide Uhendus. 14 Koidula
Tjinaw EE2100. Rakvere. Estonia.

FINLAND Sleinerpedagogiikan seura rj'-Fdreningen for
Steinerpedagogik rf. c/o Lea Blalleld. Jyviiskylan Rudolf
Siciner-koulu. Honkaharjuntie 6. FIN 40600 Jyvaskyla.
I" RANCE Federation des Ecoles Rudolf Steiner en France.
11 ruede Villaines. F-91.17() Verriercs-lc-Bui.sson.

GERM.ANV Bund der Freicn Waldofschulen e.V.. D-70184
Siullgan. HeidehofsiraBe .12.
IRELAND Irish Steiner Waldorf Education Association.
Raheen Rd.. Tuamaraney. Co. Clare.
ITALY Associazione Aniici Scuola. via Clcrici 12. I -220.10
Camnagc Volia(COMO).
LATVIA Leitishe Assozialion flir Waldorf-piidagogik.
Pirma iela 26a. Rigarajons. LV 2164.

LUXE.MBOURG Veriiin fir Waldorfpiidagogik Let/.ebucrg.
45 Ruede I'Avcnir. L 1147 Luxembourg,
NETHERLANDS Bond van Vrije Scholen. Hoofdsiraat
I4B. NL-3972 LA Dricbergen.

NEW ZEALAND Federation of Rudolf Steiner Waldorf
Schools. PO Box 128 Lyttelton.
NORWAY Steinerskolene i Norae. Prof. Dahlsgi. .10. N-0260
O s l o .

ROMANIA Federalia Waldorf din Romania. Bd.Marasli
nr.59. sector I. RO-71.1.11 Bucuresli.

SLOVENl.A Dnisivo prijaleljev. waldorlike sole. Rodiccva
2.61000 Ljubljana. Skwenia.
SOUTH .AFRICA Southern African Federation of Waldorf
Schools. PO Box 67587. Bryaiision. Transvaal. 202!
Johanneshurg.
SWEDEN Waldorfskolefederationcn. Fridhcnisgala 17. S-
12240 Stockholm. Sweden.

SWI TZERLAND Koordinalionssielle der Rudolf Sicincr
Scluilen in der Schweiz, Robert Thomas. Carmcnslrasse 49.
CH-80.12 Zurich.

UNIT ED KINGDOM Steiner Schools Feihtwship.
Kidbrooke Park. Forest Rrtw. East Sussex RH i 8 5JA. OB.
UNITED STATF.S OF .AMERICA Association of Waldorf
Schools of North America. Chairman. .1911 Bannister Road
Fair Oaks. CA 95628.

--f - is an international centre for adult education, training and research
based on anthroposophy and the work of Rudolf Steiner.

Full-time Courses 2002/03
Foundat ion Studies
Steiner Waldorf Teacher Training
Biodynamic Organic Agriculture Traif^li
V i s u a l A r t s

Sculpture Training
Spirit of English
Orientation Programme
Creative Writing _
School of Storytelling
Summer Courset z602̂ clude:
Ifeways

in EduCatipn
AA/holegrain Nutrition A' -
^r^hmy"
Poietry Otherwise*.
Sing for the Joy-Gf Singing

I ' - L , W i t h A r t a n d S o u l a n d o t h e r s !
Emerson College, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5jX

Tel: 01342 822238 Fax: 01342 826055 Email: mail@emerson.org.uk

^ G R E E N F I B R E Se c o g o o d s o n d g a r m e n t s

the first and largest dementer
cer t ified manufac turer o f sk in and ha i r

care products - tautropfen - is now
a v a i l a b l e f o r t h e fi r s t t i m e i n t h e

uk, through greenfibres.

in the catalogue you will also find:
organic and biodynamic cotton used in

c lothes for adul ts and ch i ldren,
organ ic and natura l mater ia l mat t resses,

organic cotton sheets
and other bedding products.

pu like a free copy
new catalogue?

f reepos t
Ion 7805 (se)

^..|^tnestq9 522
t : 6 1 8 0 3 . 8 6 8 . G D I
f : 0 1 8 0 3 . 8 6 8 . 0 0 2

e : ma i l@greenfibres .com
w ; g r e e n fi b r e s . c o m

R H Y T H M I C A L M A S S A G E
TRAINING IN UNITED KINGDOM

ANEW TRAINING COURSE FOR
RHYTHMICAL MASSAGE as developed by

Dr. Ita Wegman and Dr. Margarethe Hauschka
in the 1920's based on anthroposophy.

A course of 6 five week blocks over two years
in conjunction with Hibernia School of Artistic
Therapy at the Centre of Science and Art in

S t roud . G louces te r.

The programme will consist of lecture
cou rses , d i scuss ions and obse rva t i on and

hands-on learning of the massage technique.
Students will be introduced to an

understanding of health and illness from both
natural scientific and spiritual scientific points

of view.

For information contact Helena Martin at
30 Belle Vue Road, Stroud. GL5 1JT or

e - m a i l i v m a t 1 i n @ b t i n t e r n e t . c n m
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Founda t ion Year

Anthroposophical Studies
and the Arts

W a l d o r f Te a c h e r

E d u c a t i o n

Preparation for Kindergarten.
Grades, and High School Teaching

B.A. and M.A. Option

A r t s P r o g r a m a n d

G o e t h e a n S t u d i e s

P r o g r a m

S a n p R A N a s c o

Ex tens ion P rog ram
in Waldorf Teacher Education

also

S u m m e r W o r k s h o p s

for Teachers and Parents

9 2 0 0 F a i r O a k s B o u l e v a r d
F a i r O a k s . C a l i f o r n i a 9 5 6 2 8

( N e a r S a c r a m e n t o )

( 9 1 6 ) 9 6 1 - 8 7 2 7
FAX (916) 961-8731

RUDOLF
S T F I N E R
Writer, spiritual master,
educationalist, scientist,
artist, philosopher...

p o r F I I E E G ATA L O G U E
of books on a wide range of subjects

phone RUDOLF STEINER PRESS
01342 824433 (REF.ED) or email
o f fi c e @ r u d o l f s t e m e r p r e s s . c o m

w w w . r u d o l f s t e i n e r p r e s s . c o m

5C)idd'of drt
Apply now...
Tor Scptvmhiir 2002

F ine Ar ts Course
ihe first part ol tlieArl Therapy Training. Two years
pari-iinic/individual lull limeoplion. Full time or long
term modular option from third year on leading to
Diplomain AnTherapy. NEW hroehiire!

July Summer Courses
Fragments and Connections - an art therapy journey
with Clare Kun/e. June ."^O-July 6
Daniel Morcau:Tiie FourEIcnienls-Jtily 7 to 1.1.2002.
C o m i ' v i s i i

Tobias Schori l o l 'Ar l

Coonihe Hill Road
East Grinslead RHI0 41.Z
Phone01342Ol l fi . ' ^ . ' i
Fax() l342 328123
tohiasart@'hotmai! .eoni

Pa rk A t twood C l in i c

Anthroposophical Medical Treatment for
t h e I n d i v i d u a l

<• llxfvricncc medical ircatnicnl in Ihv cotilvxi uf» hi-aliiig, social
cnvifonmctii and In ilic iHiauiilul Worcestershire countrj'sidc.

•> Otlhodox and .inihropnsopliical medicine are combined to proviile
the best possible residential and oul-paticnl treatment for a wide range
o f e o n d i l i t m s .

/\il, sculpture, curyihmy and mas.\ape ate integral to residential
treatment and avail.-ibic as out-patient therapies.

<• Individual Tinaneial diseus.sions and funding advite are offered.
Visitors'afternoons are oncea month for those wishing to meet us and
experience what we offer.

Pork.UiwmtdClinic, Trimplcy. Bcwillcy, )yorcsDYi2 IRK
Tel 01299 861 444 Fax 01299 86I37.S

E'fnaitparkjilth'oadinhtinlcniel.CBin Site HTrP:ttMrw\̂ '.parkattviiod.eom

Cijiipffl CuRydinxj
Schoo

Eurythmy Training within Camphill

Applications are now being taken for
September 2002

We offer the opportunity to train in the art of eurythmy within
the sodal-therapeutic settir>g of Botton Vill3ge(Camphill Village

Trust).

Enquiries to;
Camphill Eurythmy School,

Botton Village, Danby, Whitby,
North Yor te,Y0212NJ. U.K.

Tel: ->-44 (0)1287 661257/318
Fax : +44 (0 )1267 661254

E-maii: CamphillEurvthmy@aol.com

www.camphilleurythmy.org.uk

- H f b c r n l a
Hlbernia School of Artistic Therapy
Te l 0 1 4 5 3 7 5 1 6 8 5 • F a x 0 1 4 5 3 7 5 7 5 6 5
e m a i l ; h i b e r n l a @ l a n s d o w n s t r o u c l . c o . u k

website: www.anth.org.uk/hibernia
C e n t r e f o r S c i e n c e a n d A r t

Lansdown, Stroud GL5 IBB

Training in art therapy based on the holistic approach of Anthroposophy

OPEN DAY * Saturday 18th May * ALL WELLCOME!

S h o r t c o u r s e s :

Art history in the light of specific illness pictures and therapeutic responses
For art therapists, with Don van Zantwijk. 10th (eve) and 11th May

Metamorphosis in Plants and People through observation, drawing and painting
10th to 19th June 2002. Open to all

The twelve senses as gateway to the soul - a summer painting course
12th (eve) to 31st August. Open to all

Bringing Life to Adult Learning. 16th to 20th September. Open to all
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RUDOLF STEINER LIBRARY
fiS FERN HILL RD

l̂ OgvRTHLY AND HEAVENLY HARMONIES
18th-21st July

Hawkwood College. Stroud GL6 7QW
Wolfgang Held, astronomer at the Goetheanum, Dornach.
Stars S. Planets at the Beginning of the 3rd Millennium
John Meeks, Steiner School Science Teacher (Switzerland)
1. The Moon as Guardian of Life. 2. Inner Pathways to the Stars
Robert Byrnes, Workshop: Platonic Solids S. Inversion.
Malin Starrett D.Phil. Workshop: Chladni Figures.
With Nick Kollerstrom Phd, FRAS. Gotthard Kill ian, cellist.

Mary-Anne Paterson, Art Therapist
E x h i b i t i o n :

|ohn Salter's Sculptural Forms of the Zodiac.
Residents £226 single; £ 196 shared
N o n - r e s i d e n t s £ 1 6 6

Single Sessions, including refreshments £6.

Enquiries to: Henry Goulden,
The Chapel. Trellgga, Delabole, Cornwall PL33 9EE
T e l : 0 0 4 4 0 1 8 4 0 2 1 2 7 2 8

RUDOLF STEINER LIBRARY
65 FERN HILL RD
GHENT NY 12075

The Speech
S c h o o l

Poetry Drama Storytelling
Four year speech iraining.

leading to Goetheanum diploma.
A foundalion tor perfonning.

teaching, therapy.
One year I'oundation course for

summer school 9-13 July.

For upplieations and enquiries contact
The Speeeti School.

Peredur Centre for the Arts.
West Hoathly Road.

E a s t G r i n M e a d R H I ' ) 4 N F

Tel/Fax: 01342 .^21.^3(1

Email: creativespeechO'iikonline.co.uk

hup/www,ukonline.co.uk/crcaiivespeech

New publications of Rudolf
S t e i n e r B o o k s

C o m p l e t e v o l u m e s o f f
lectures not previously

published in English

G A 8 9 A w a r e n e s s . L i f e , F o r m

GA96 Original Impulses for the Science
of the Spirit

GA97 The Christian Mystery
GA 208 Cosmosophy Volume Two

F r o m

C O M P L E T I O N P R E S S
2 9 M i r a n i S t L o w e r B e e c h m o n t , 4 2 11

A U S T R A L I A

Phone+61 (0)7 5533 1177
www.comple t ionpress.com.au

PROv)E(T
A Dynamic Education for ages 16-19

Learning Through Experience
&. Reflec t i on
Freedom with Responsibility
Creative Thinking
Developing Initiatiy

Group &. Individual Projects Integrate Science &. Art
Students Co-manage College to develop communication,
leadership &. teamwork skills.

The College offers a 2 year programme. Students create
project portfolios of their work. Accreditation through
Open College Network leading to higher education, work

or training.

4 8

or more information & a visit please contact:
Waldorf College Project, Centre for Science & Art, Lansdown, Stroud,
GL5 IBB England. Tel. +44 (0)1453 840009 fax +44(0)1453 840010

email: thecollege(gbtconnect.com
website: waldorf-coIlege-project.org.uk



QUflLITY Oev/eiOPMENT IN EDUCATION
Based on experience and updated

through regular feedback, our
Quality Development series

offers practical advice
to teachers and those

responsible for
s c h o o l

development

X . X

^ r /
1 5 p p T o o l s 1 7 p p

fo r deve lop ing
quality in education
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